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Abstract
Application response times are critical to the experience of smartphone
users. In order to reduce the response time of applications, the performance
of major computation processing devices such as CPU and GPU has been
improved greatly year by year. However, the I/O performance of the smartphone storage device, which is one of the crucial factors for the response
time, has not been improved noticeably even its rapid advances in capacity.
Therefore, the storage I/O performance becomes a bottleneck in smartphone
performance. Furthermore, many studies reported that the storage I/O performance drops significantly under certain conditions. When the storage I/O
performance exhibits drastic performance degradation, the application response time increases significantly, adversely affecting the user experience.
This dissertation attempts to address two key research questions towards
achieving rapid application response: 1) How does the storage I/O performance affect the smartphone application response time? and 2) How can we
improve the app performance with I/O optimization techniques?.
In order to quantitatively analyze the impact of smartphone storage devices on application response times, we first measure the time the CPU waits
for I/O processing. As a result of the analysis, the average iowait portion that
CPUs wait for completion of I/O processing ranges between 23% and 65%.
Furthermore, it was observed that the iowait value increases depending on
the state of the storage device, thus the application response time can be
greatly delayed. When we further investigated the root causes of I/O performance degradation of storage devices with high iowait values, 1) high
i

storage utilization and 2) background application behavior are analyzed as
root causes. In order to find I/O performance bottlenecks for a significant
drop in storage performance, we implemented IOPro, a tool to collect to
analyze I/O activities from all I/O stack. As the analysis result of I/O performance bottlenecks using IOPro, in high storage utilization case, we found
that file fragmentation occurred frequently so that the I/O execution times of
the block I/O layer and the device driver layer were significantly increased.
In case of the background I/Os, FG-BG I/O interference often occurred and
the I/O performance dropped significantly in the page cache and the storage
device.
Unlike a server/desktop computing system, the I/O performance degradation due to file fragmentation and background application operations was
more frequent due to the inherent characteristics of I/O stacks in smartphones, and the performance degradation became also larger. In the case of
file fragmentation, the high storage utilization and frequent application updates were the causes for increased file fragmentation. Also, unlike NVMe
SSDs, the poor random performance and the short queue length were the
causes for the large performance degradation. In case of FG-BG interference, memory bottlenecks due to the small capacity of smartphone memory
and the large size of the Android platform caused frequent interferences.
In addition, unlike a server/desktop computing system, frequent data flushing and high lock overhead of the page cache were the causes of the large
performance degradation.
This dissertation proposes performance optimization techniques at the
system level for NAND flash-based storage devices of smartphones. First,
ii

we propose a decoupled defragmenter (janusd), which supports two defraggers, a logical defragger and a physical defragger. The logical defragger, which takes advantage of the flash storage’s internal logical-to-physical
mapping table, supports logical defragmentation without data copy. Janusd
achieves the effect of full file defragmentation without reducing the flash
lifetime. Our experimental results show that janusd can achieve at least the
same level of I/O performance improvement as e4defrag without reducing
the flash lifetime, thus making janusd an attractive defragmentation solution for mobile flash storage. Second, we suggest a foreground app-aware
I/O management scheme, called FastTrack, that accelerates foreground I/O
requests by 1) preempting background I/O requests in the entire I/O stacks
including the storage device and 2) preventing foreground app’s data from
being flushed from the page cache. Our experimental results using a prototype FastTrack implementation on four smartphones show that a foreground
app can achieve the equivalent level of user-perceived responsiveness regardless of the number of background apps. Confirmed by the evaluation
studies on the proposed I/O performance optimization techniques, our approach has a significant impact on improving the experience of smartphone
users.

Keywords: Android, Smartphone, NAND Flash-Based Storage Devices,
I/O Performance, File System, Page Cache, Linux kernel,
Student Number: 2013-30973
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Application Response Time on Smartphones
Application response times are critical to the experience of smartphone

users. According to [1], after 1 second of response time, the smartphone
user will notice that there is delay. Moreover, according to the research by
Google [2], they have found that 53% of mobile website visitors will leave
if a webpage does not load within 3 seconds. However, by analyzing the
launching time of top 20 applications, over 75% of application launch time
exceeded 3 seconds [3]. In addition to the application launch time, the same
study reports that many applications incur significant delays during launch
and run-time.
Since smartphone manufacturers are aware of the importance of the
application response time, the smartphone hardware performance has been
significantly improved every year in order to improve application responsiveness. As shown in Figure 1, the performance of CPU and GPU has improved by 12 times and 40 times over the past seven years, respectively.
However, storage I/O performance, which is one of the factors that determine the reaction time, has been improved only by 5 times over the past
seven years, thus storage I/O performance has become a bottleneck in smartphone performance. Furthermore, many studies have reported that storage
1
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Figure 1: Performance increase rate of CPU, GPU and storage I/O.

I/O performance drops significantly under certain conditions. When storage
I/O performance exhibits drastic performance degradation, the application
response time increases significantly, adversely affecting the user experience.
This dissertation tries to address two key research questions towards
achieving rapid application response: 1) How does the storage I/O performance affect the smartphone application response time? and 2) How can we
improve the app performance with I/O optimization techniques?.

1.2

Motivation
In order to understand how the storage I/O performance affects the

smartphone application response time, we planed to execute a series of measurement studies. First, we wanted to investigate what portion of the CPU
active time smartphones was spent in storage waiting for I/O completion.
When the time the CPUs spend in the storage subsystem becomes significant, this would negatively affect the smartphone’s overall application performance, and result in slower response time. According to a large-scale
2

measurement study [4] running on more than 1000 Android smartphones,
smartphones spend a significant portion of their CPU active time waiting
for storage I/Os to complete. Specifically, around 40% of the devices have
iowait values between 23% and 65%. This negatively affects the smartphone’s overall application performance, and results in slow response time.
Therefore, in order to improve the application performance, it is essential to
investigate possible causes for such waits.
Further investigation identifies that two of the reasons causing such
waits are I/O slowdown, high storage utilization and background application’s I/Os. In particular, our experimentation shows a significant slowdown
of both read and write in presence of high storage utilization and background
I/Os. Specifically, a sequential and a random read/write experiences up to
96% and 147% slowdown under the high storage utilization, respectively.
This significant I/O slowdown may negatively impact the application performance during the life cycles when storage utilization is high. A good examples are application launch and loading process in an application. Finally,
the last cause we’ve found is concurrent background I/Os. Specifically, a sequential read/write experiences up to 626% slowdown when blocked by a
background I/Os. Similarly, a random read/write experiences up to 293%
slowdown when blocked by a background I/Os This significant I/O slowdown may negatively impact the application performance during the life
cycles when background I/Os exist.
In order to find I/O performance bottlenecks in a significant drop in
storage performance, we implemented IOPro, a tool to collect and analyze
I/O activities from all I/O stack. As a result of analyzing I/O performance
3

bottlenecks using IOPro [5], in the high storage utilization, file fragmentation occurred frequently so that the I/O execution times of the block I/O
layer and the device driver layer were significantly increased. In case of the
background I/Os, FG-BG I/O interference occurs and the I/O performance
also drops significantly in the page cache layer and the storage device layer.

1.2.1

Emerging Challenges in NAND Flash Storage of
Android Smartphones

I/O Performance Degradation from File Fragmentation: When a
file system becomes highly fragmented, it has to allocate multiple split storage areas, i.e., extents [6], for a single file more frequently. In an HDD-based
file system, accessing such a highly-fragmented file degrades the performance significantly due to the increased time-consuming seek operations.
In order to mitigate the performance impact caused by file fragmentation,
many file systems recommend the periodical execution of the defragmentation utility (e.g., every week) [7-11].
Unlike for HDD-based file systems, defragmentation is generally not
recommended for NAND flash-based file systems [12-18]. Since NAND
flash-based storage does not require seek operations, it is believed that the
effect of defragmentation on the file system performance is rather negligible for NAND flash-based storage. Furthermore, since a large number of
files need to be copied during defragmentation, frequent defragmentation
can affect the limited lifetime. However, this negative view toward flash defragmentation has been widely accepted without a proper validation study.

4

Unlike a common misconception on flash defragmentation, our evaluation
study showed that I/O performance of NAND flash-based storage can be
significantly improved by defragmentation. For example, when fragmented
files were defragmented, the average app launching time, which is an important user-perceived performance metric on smartphones, can be improved by
up to 52% over the fragmented files.
Foreground App Performance Degradation under Background I/Os:
As a highly interaction-oriented device, a smartphone needs to react promptly
without a noticeable delay to user inputs. In order to minimize a user-perceived
delay, which directly affects the quality of user experience on the smartphone, Android smartphones properly differentiate a foreground (or FG)
app from background (or BG) apps for most system activities. For example,
when CPU cores are allocated, an FG app may be allowed to use one or more
CPU cores exclusively while BG apps must share CPU cores with other
apps [19, 20]. Such FG app-centric resource management becomes more
important for modern Android smartphones because they run more apps at
the same time thanks to aggressive multitasking support. As the number of
concurrent BG apps increases, an FG app may encounter more interference
from BG apps unless the FG app is managed with a higher priority over the
BG apps.
Unlike FG app-aware CPU management which has been extensively
investigated [21, 22, 23], I/O management on smartphones has not actively
considered the quality of user experience issue in designing various I/Orelated techniques. FG app-oblivious I/O management was not of a big concern for older smartphones where the number of BG apps is quite limited
5

because of a small DRAM capacity (e.g., 512 MB) [24, 25, 26]. However,
on modern high-end smartphones with a large number of CPU cores and a
large DRAM capacity (e.g., 8 GB) [27, 28, 29] where the number of BG
apps has significantly increased (e.g., from one in Nexus S [30] to more
than 8 in Galaxy S8 [31]), FG I/O requests (or FG I/Os) are more likely
to be interfered with BG I/O requests (or BG I/Os). Unless FG I/Os are
treated with a higher priority over BG I/Os, FG I/Os may have to wait for
the completion of a BG I/O. (That is, I/O-priority inversions occur.) In this
dissertation, we comprehensively treat the I/O-priority inversion problem
on Android smartphones including its impact on user experience, its main
causes and an efficient solution.
Our work is mainly motivated by our empirical observation that I/Opriority inversions between the FG I/Os and the BG I/Os are quite common
on Android smartphones. In particular, when an FG app needs a large number of I/Os (e.g., when the app starts), such I/O-priority inversions significantly degraded the response time of the FG app. For example, when five
BG apps run at the same time, the app launch time of an FG app can increase
by up to four times over when no BG app competes. This large increase in
the app launch time of the FG app was rather surprising because the Android
system is already designed to handle the FG app with a higher priority. In
order to understand why the response time of a higher-priority FG app is
affected by the number of BG apps, we have extensively analyzed the complete I/O path of the Android/Linux I/O stack layers on several smartphones
using our custom I/O profiling tool, IOPro. From our analysis study, we
found that I/O-priority inversions in the page cache and the storage device
6

were main causes of the increased response time of an FG app. We also
observed that the current flush policy in the page cache, which does not distinguish whether a victim page (to be flushed) is from an FG app or a BG
app, significantly impacted the FG app performance.

1.2.2

Existing Performance Improvement Techniques
and Their Limitations

I/O Performance Degradation from File Fragmentation: Our study
also showed that file fragmentation affects flash storage quite differently
from HDDs. In HDDs, when a (logical) file is highly fragmented, its physical layout is fragmented similarly with many isolated physical fragments.
That means, logical fragmentation at the file system and physical fragmentation at the storage medium level are highly correlated. On the other hand,
in flash storage, there is no physical counterpart at the storage medium level
which is strongly correlated with logical fragmentation at the file system.
For example, unlike HDDs where a degree of logical fragmentation directly
affects the I/O performance at the storage medium level, the I/O performance at the storage medium level in flash storage is largely decided by an
average degree of the I/O parallelism during I/O operations [33-38]. Since
the average degree of the I/O parallelism for accessing a file is not correlated with the degree of logical fragmentation of the file, file fragmentation
in flash storage occurs in a decoupled fashion between the logical space and
the physical space. However, no studies have yet proposed a technique to
defragment the decoupled file fragmentation in order to improve I/O perfor-
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mance.
Foreground App Performance Degradation under Background I/Os:
For frequent I/O-priority inversions on a smartphone, the existing techniques
such as [39-43] may not be applicable because these techniques require a
long latency (from the smartphone’s viewpoint) to correct the inverted I/O
priorities. For example, [43] depends on the priority inheritance protocol
[44] to accelerate the completion of the current BG I/O before an FG I/O
is started. In our experiment, the FG I/O waited up to 117 ms for the completion of the current BG I/O under the priority inheritance protocol. Obviously, this is too long for a smartphone where a delay of more than a few
milliseconds is unacceptable [43]. Furthermore, the efficiency of these existing techniques, which were not specifically developed for smartphones
as a target system, is limited in several aspects. For example, they do not
fully exploit an important hint such as the type of apps (e.g., foreground or
background) and do not take a holistic approach in optimizing the entire I/O
stack layers including the storage device. Therefore, a different approach is
necessary for resolving the I/O-priority inversion problem on smartphones.
A solution should meet the fast response time requirement and should better
exploit the smartphone-specific hints in a holistic I/O-path-aware fashion.

1.3

Dissertation Goals
In this dissertation, we propose new system-level I/O performance op-

timization techniques to improve the experience of smartphone users by exploiting the I/O performance bottlenecks in storage I/O stacks, I/O perfor-
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mance degradation from file fragmentation and foreground app performance
degradation from FG-BG interference. The primary goals of this dissertation
can be summarized as follows:
• Investigating the impact of storage I/O performance on the response
time delay of smartphone application.
• Analyzing the root causes of I/O performance degradation by exploiting the I/O performance bottlenecks in storage I/O stacks using IOPro.
• Defragmenting file fragmentation by remapping logical addresses in
an address mapping table managed by the FTL of a NAND flashbased storage device.
• Preempting background I/Os in the page cache and the storage device
when foreground I/O occurs.

1.4

Contributions
The proposed system-level approach in this dissertation adds a new di-

mension to the performance bottlenecks of the storage I/O stacks including
NAND flash-based storage devices as follows:
• The effect of storage I/O performance on smartphone application response time was quantitatively analyzed. In order to analyze the effect of storage I/O performance, we analyzed the correlation between
iowait values and smartphone application response times while running various scenarios on smartphones.
9

• The root causes of the significant I/O performance degradation were
investigated by using a fully-integrated storage I/O profiler, IOPro.
We were able to find out that file fragmentation and FG-BG interference are the root causes of significant performance degradation in
high storage utilization and background I/Os, respectively. We also
investigated why these types of performance degradation occur more
frequently in smartphones than in other computing systems and why
the performance degradation is greater.
• We proposed decoupled defragmenter (Janusd) to defrag both logical and physical file fragmentation occurred in logical address space
in file system and physical address space in NAND flash storage devices. Janusd consists of two defraggers, janusdL for a logical defragger and janusdP for a physical defragger. JanusdL, which takes
advantage of flash storage’s internal logical to physical mapping table, supports logical defragmentation without reducing the flash lifetime by avoiding explicit data copies. JanusdP, which independently
operates from janusdL, works like a conventional defragger with data
copies. Our experimental results show that janusd can achieve at least
the same level of I/O performance improvement as e4defrag without
affecting the flash lifetime, thus making janusd an attractive defragmentation solution for smartphone storage.
• Preempting BG I/O technique (FastTrack) efficiently resolves I/Opriority inversions on Android smartphones. The key contribution of
FastTrack is that FastTrack takes a more direct approach in fixing
10

the I/O priority inversion problem by preempting the current background activity throughout the entire I/O stack layers. By stopping
the current background activity immediately, FastTrack can quickly
service the I/O request from an FG app. FastTrack also modifies the
flush policy of the page cache to be FG app-aware in order to improve
the FG app performance. Our experimental results using a prototype
FastTrack implementation on smartphones show that a foreground
app can achieve the equivalent level of user perceived responsiveness
regardless of the number of background apps.
Although this dissertation has mainly focused on improving user experience of smartphones by improving the performance of storage devices, our
proposed techniques can be extended to improve other requirements (e.g.,
QoS (tail latency) and lifetime) of storage systems.

1.5

Dissertation Structure
This dissertation consists of six chapters. The first chapter presents a

introduction to this dissertation while the last chapter serves as a conclusion with a summary and future work. The five intermediate chapters are
organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, we first describe the overview of the Android I/O stack
and our key findings through our evaluation study, then we explains existing
performance improvement techniques closely related to this dissertation.
Chapter 3 proposed a fully-integrated storage I/O profiler for Android
smartphone, IOPro. In order to investigate the root causes of the perfor11

mance degradation of smartphone storage systems, we analyze the I/O performance bottleneck in the whole storage I/O stack by using IOPro. We also
explain why the root causes of smartphone I/O performance degradation are
more frequent on smartphones and critical to smartphone I/O performance,
especially compared to other computing system.
Chapter 4 presents a novel defragger, janus defragger, which supports
two defraggers, janusdL for a logical defragger and janusdP for a physical defragger. We explain how to achieve the effect of full file defragmentation without reducing the flash lifetime by adaptively selecting janusdL and
janusdP,
Chapter 5 suggests a foreground app-aware I/O management scheme,
called FastTrack, that accelerates foreground I/O requests by preempting
background I/O requests in the entire I/O stacks including the storage device. We describe how to quickly service the I/O request from an FG app by
stopping the current background activity immediately.
Chapter 6 explains the experimental results of proposed techniques. We
first describe how we setup the experimental environments for real Android
smartphones and flash storage emulator. Then, we analyze through experiments how effective our proposed techniques are in various smartphone
usage scenarios.
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Chapter 2

Background

In this section, we empirically investigate the three types of performance degradation of NAND flash-based storage devices while performing
various workloads. In particular, we analyze the key causes of performance
degradation by monitoring the storage I/O stack including host software
layer and flash translation layer (FTL).

2.1

Overview of Android I/O Stack
There are many operating systems for mobile devices, including An-

droid, iPhone OS (iOS), and Windows Phone (WP). Android is one among
the most popular open-source ones. This section presents an overview of the
I/O system architecture in Android.

2.1.1

Android I/O Stack

Figure 2 illustrates a simplified view of the related software layers in
Android and firmware in mobile flash storages.
SQLite: SQLite is a popular embedded database library and it is the default relational database engine in Android. The SQLite library functions as
an integral part of the application program on the local storage. SQLite supports two journal modes, roll-back logging and write-ahead logging (WAL),
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for transactional data management. SQLite stores rollback information in
.db-journal files when operating with roll-back logging, and it writes
.db-wal files when operating with write-ahead logging.
Core Libraries: Android core libraries consists of three main categories, Java interoperability libraries, Android libraries and C/C++ libraries.
Java Interoperability libraries are provided to support the standard Java
development environment. The Standard Java development environment includes a vast array of classes that are contained in the core Java runtime
libraries. These libraries provide support for tasks such as string handling,
networking and file manipulation and are both familiar to, and widely used
by Java developers regardless of platform.
Android libraries are provided to support the Android system processes.
Examples of libraries in this category include the application framework libraries in addition to those that facilitate user interface building, graphics
drawing and database access.
C/C++ libraries are provided to support the developers writing Android
applications. C/C++ libraries are included to fulfill a wide and diverse range
of functions including 2D and 3D graphics drawing, Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL) communication, SQLite database management, audio and video playback, bitmap and vector font rendering, display subsystem and graphic layer
management and an implementation of the standard C system library (libc).
Page Cache: The space used by the application in main memory automatically belongs to the page cache. It is mainly used to secure space for
storing data to be read from a storage device or data to be written in a storage device. It also performs a first-stage caching role for the storage device
14
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Figure 2: Overview of Android I/O Stack.

to improve the I/O performance.
Starting from the release of Android 4.0.4, Ext4 became the default file
system for internal storage. To support large volume size and to avoid file
fragmentation, Ext4 employs extent-based space management. An extent
represents a set of contiguous disk blocks.
File System: Starting from the release of Android 4.0.4, Ext4 became
the default file system for internal storage. To support large volume size and
to avoid file fragmentation, Ext4 employs extent-based space management.
An extent represents a set of contiguous disk blocks.
Block I/O Layer: The block I/O layer provides an abstraction of uniform blocks over mobile flash storages. File systems submit block I/O requests to the block I/O layer and then the requests are dispatched to the
underlying block devices through I/O scheduling.
Device Driver: Device driver is a piece of system software that directly
15

controls of the mobile flash storages to service block I/O commands.
Among a few standards of embedded storage, Embedded Multi Media
Card (eMMC) is one popular solution of low-cost integrated storage in Android devices. Recently eMMC is being replaced with Universal Flash Storage (UFS) in new Android devices because UFS offers higher data transfer
rates than eMMC.
Flash Translation Layer: Mobile flash storages employ an internal
firmware layer, called Flash Translation Layer (FTL), to provide blockdevice emulation on top of NAND flash. The basic functions provided by
FTL include logical-to-physical address mapping, garbage collection, and
wear leveling. Based on the mapping scheme, FTLs can be classified into
block mapping, hybrid mapping, and page mapping. Due to the cost constraint of mobile storage, eMMC/UFS devices are equipped with very limited embedded RAM for data caching and address mapping.
NAND Flash Memory: The data transfer rate of an eMMC interface
can be as high as 400 MHz. eMMC storage devices employ internal parallelism to fully utilize the interface bandwidth. For example, a recently announced eMMC device is equipped with dual channels with four-way bank
interleaving.

2.1.2

Unique Characteristics of Android I/O Stack

Since Android I/O stack use Linux as its kernel, it seems similar to
the server/desktop I/O stack. However, when we investigated the detail of
Android I/O stack, we found six major differences between Android I/O
stack and server/desktop I/O stack as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Differences between smartphone I/O stack and server/desktop I/O
stack.
Size of Platform and Main Memory: While the size of Android platform is larger than 4 GB, the average size of server/desktop platform is
smaller than 1 GB. Moreover, the sizes of the main memory of Android
smartphone are usually equal to or smaller than 4 GB unlike the size of main
memory of server/desktop computing system equipped with more than 16
GB.
Since the size of Android platform is larger than the size of main memory in smartphones, storage I/Os for reading the executable files and the
library files of Android platform occur frequently during smartphone usage. In addition, since the storage I/Os for reading platform data are triggered by memory-mapped I/O, their I/O priorities are commonly set as the
highest priority through the Linux kernel, thus they can block other storage
I/O requests including the foreground application’s I/O requests. Therefore,
smartphones users experience the frequent background reads for the platform data during smartphone usage, thus the response time of foreground
application can be delayed with a high probability.
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Copy To/From User Overhead: Whenever applications read and write
the file, the context switching overhead and the copying of data in user space
to/from kernel space overhead occur. Normally, the server/desktop computing systems just experience the overheads of the context switching and the
data copying overhead. However, the Android smartphones experience extra
overhead from the binder driver compared to the server/desktop computing
systems because the Android smartphones use the binder driver whenever
copying data between user space and kernel space.
Although the binder driver is designed for the inter-process communication mechanism in Android smartphones, it is necessary for copying data
between user space and kernel space to go through the binder driver processes, thus increasing the copying data to/from user overhead. When we
survey the binder driver latencies, more than 100 us is needed to complete
the binder driver processes. Considering the frequent data copies occur due
to the small capacity of the socket protocol, the extra overhead from the
binder driver can significantly increase the smartphone application response
time in the worst cases.
Single Page Cache in ARM Architecture Memory Management:
The Linux kernel, the operating system used by Android, uses the page
cache as a first-stage data buffer. Page cache of Linux kernel is basically
a collection of pages that normally belong to files. The pages are kept in
memory for performance reasons. As on other UNIX operating systems, the
page cache may take up the majority of the available memory. Whenever a
thread reads from or write to a file, takes a page fault, or is paged out, the
page cache becomes involved. Hence, the performance of the page cache has
18

a rather dramatic impact on the performance of the system. As a particular
page is referenced, the page cache has to be able to locate the page or has to
determine that the page is not in the cache, in an efficient and effective way
as possible with a focus on minimal memory overhead.
According to [43], in 64-bit server/desktop computing environment,
Linux kernel version 2.6 introduces a technique to separate and manage
page caches. Instead of managing the page cache as a global lock, it has been
changed to create and manage locks on a file-by-file basis. This change has
reduced the overhead associated with global locking of the page cache when
concurrently accessing multiple files in a large page cache. In addition, by
dividing the page cache into multiple small page caches, the overhead of
retrieving and modifying the page cache tables has been reduced.
However, in the smartphone computing environment based on the ARM
architecture, the memory management technique of the Linux kernel differs
from the memory management technique of the server/desktop computing
environment. Unlike the server/desktop computing environment, which uses
large memory, smartphone memory management techniques use only one
page cache in a smartphone computing environment using a small memory size [44]. Therefore, the overhead of retrieving and modifying one page
cache is very large compared to the server/desktop computing environment.
Also, when accessing multiple files at the same time, the global lock causes
overhead.
This overhead from the page cache was not a problem for older smartphones with a small number of CPU cores, but for modern smartphones that
actively perform multitasking with a large number of CPU cores, I/O per19

formance in the page cache becomes major bottlenecks for the smartphone.
Also, when copying data between the user level and the kernel level, it is
necessary to allocate data to the page cache or to retrieve the stored data
from the page cache, which greatly increases the response time required for
application operation.
Dirty Data Flush Frequency: If the data is written by the application,
it is first written to the page cache managed as one of its dirty pages. Dirty
means that the data are stored in the page cache, but needs to be written
to the underlying storage device first. The content of these dirty pages is
periodically transferred (as well as with the system calls sync of fsync) to
the underlying storage device. The system may, in this last instance, be the
storage device directly.
The dirty data flush frequency of Android smartphone is 2 seconds
while the one of server/desktop computing system is 30 seconds. Since
the data locality of smartphone application is high according to [46], the
smartphone user would experience the more frequent dirty data flush due
to the Android smartphone’s short dirty data flush frequency. Considering
that flushed dirty data are also converted to the synchronous write requests
for the storage device, Android smartphone user may experience the performance degradation from the frequent background writes with high priority.
Queue Depth of Storage Interface: Queue depth is the number of
commands that the storage device can receive in a single request queue,
chunk. When the number of block I/Os for a single file exceed the queue
depth supported by the storage device driver, the storage I/O performance
significantly decreases because the response time of storage device delayed
20
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Figure 4: Comparison of I/O Performance Between eMMC Storage, UFS
Storage, SATA SSD and NVMe SSD.

when a lot of concurrent I/Os are delivered to a storage device.
Unlike the NVMe SSD which supports the long queue depth up to 64k,
the eMMC and UFS storage devices only support 4 and 16, respectively.
When the number of block I/Os for the read/written file is larger than 16,
the smartphone storage performance significantly decreases due to the short
queue depth, thus increasing the application response time.
Low Performance of Mobile Flash Storage: Smartphone storage devices are classified as eMMC storage devices and UFS storage devices. The
recently released smartphones are equipped with UFS storage devices, and
the older smartphones are equipped with eMMC storage devices. UFS storage devices have been designed to compensate for the low performance of
eMMC, but I/O performance is still very low compared to storage devices
used in server/desktop computing environments.
Figure 4 shows the difference in I/O performance between eMMC storage devices and UFS storage devices, SATA SSDs and NVMe SSDs. Comparing performance differences between eMMC and UFS, UFS shows more
than 2 times sequential read performance compared to eMMC. However, the
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random read performance of the eMMC storage device is 9 MB/sec and that
of the UFS storage device is 16 MB/sec. The difference between the UFS
storage device and the eMMC storage device is small. On the other hand,
compared to the performance of the SSD used in the server/desktop computing environment, both sequential read and random read/write performance
show a big difference. In particular, random reads show that the NVMe SSD
is 59 MB/sec, which is 3.68 times faster than UFS storage devices.
According to [45, 46], most I/O requests on smartphones are mostly
4 KB in size. Considering this characteristic of smartphone I/O workloads,
UFS storage devices or eMMC storage devices do not show much difference
in random read/write performance, therefore there is no significant difference in I/O response time in the storage device. It is reasonable to predict
that smartphone storage becomes a bottleneck in smartphone performance
compared to smartphone CPU performance has improved 12 times and GPU
performance has improved 40 times over the past seven years as shown in
Figure 1.

2.2

I/O Usage Characteristics of Smartphone Storage

2.2.1

High Storage Utilization due to Small Storage
Capacity

The storage space of the smartphone is very small compared to the
storage of the server/desktop. The eMMC storage device provides 16 GB/32
GB/64 GB, and the UFS storage device provides 64 GB/128 GB/256 GB.
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Figure 5: Users frequently experience lack of smartphone storage.

Although UFS storage devices provide 128 GB and 256 GB storage space,
smartphones with large-sized storage devices are not commonly used because they are very expensive compared to smartphones with small-sized
storage devices. According to [49], for iPhone 7, smartphones with 256 GB
storage device sold only 17% of total sales volume.
Unlike the server/desktop computing environment, which uses a terabyte hard disk and a large capacity SSD, space shortages occur frequently
in smartphones that use small capacity storage devices. Figure 5(a) shows
statistics on how often a smartphone user deletes an application to gain additional space. This statistic is a survey of 511 smartphone users in [50], which
shows that more smartphone users tend to delete existing applications more
frequently than expected due to lack of storage space. Figure 5(b) also shows
that 42% of smartphone users experienced a shortage of storage space once
a month. Another statistics show that as many as 10% of users experience a
shortage of smartphone storage space once a day, the small storage capacity
allows smartphone users to use it as a high storage utility [51].
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2.2.2

Memory Bottleneck due to Small Memory Capacity

Smartphones have smaller memory sizes compared to servers/desktops.
For example, the iPhone 6 has 1 GB RAM, and the latest smartphone, the
iPhone 8, has 2 GB RAM. Android smartphones are equipped with memory from 1 GB up to 3 GB. Although the Android smartphone has a larger
amount of memory, the amount of memory available to the user is very limited considering that the Android platform is used almost 2 GB.
Figure 6 shows the amount of memory available to users on Android
smartphones. Because the Android platform uses more than half the memory, the available space for user applications is limited. For example, in
the case of G6, the available memory space of the user is lower than 750
megabytes, excluding the memory space occupied by Android platform among
the total 3 GB memory. In the case of the Galaxy S8, the available memory
space of the user is lower than 800 megabytes, excluding the memory space
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occupied by Android platform among the total 3 GB memory. Therefore,
memory shortages are common in Android smartphones due to the small
capacity of RAM and the large memory usage of Android platform.
Since all the I/ O requests in the Linux kernel go through the page
cache, the lack of available memory space can be a major factor in degrading
I/O performance. In order for an application to read or write a particular file,
the page cache must occupy additional free space to store the data. If other
applications or Android system uses a lot of memory, you should flush dirty
data and free up space to occupy required space in the page cache. However,
due to the low performance of the smartphone storage device, it takes a long
time to flush the dirty data in the page cache to the storage device, thus
delaying the response time of the smartphone application.

2.3

Measurement Study for Storage Contribution
In order to understand how storage I/O performance affects smartphone

application response time, we conduct a measurement study. We investigate
what portion of the CPU active time is spent in storage waiting for I/Os to
complete. When the time the CPUs spend in the storage device and I/O stack
is significant, this will negatively affect the smartphone’s overall application
performance, and result in slow response time.
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2.3.1

Measurement Setup

In order for measurement study, we utilized two smartphones, Nexus
6 and Pixel with Android 6.1.1. The phone is normally used daily by the
first author. During measurements, all smartphones have all wireless communication disabled. In addition, no app is in the background, and the cache
is cleared before each measurement. In order to verify key observation, we
modified a storage benchmarking tool called StoreBench [52] as an Android app. StoreBench tests the I/O performance of the internal flash storage and external SD card. Specifically, the tool measures the I/O bandwidth,
response time, and CPU active time spent waiting for storage I/Os to complete (iowait). We have extended the function of StoreBench to calculate
iowait value for each application. Additionally, it measures the launch and
run-time delay of 20 popular applications, gmail, chrome, app install, angrybirds, gallery, camera and etc.
In order to accurately measure iowait values, we used the iostat command [53]. The iostat command is used for monitoring system input/output
device loading by observing the time the devices are active in relation to
their average transfer rates. The iostat command generates reports that can
be used to change system configuration to better balance the input/output
load between physical storage devices. Iowait values mean that the percentage of time that the CPU or CPUs were idle during which the system had
an outstanding disk I/O request. Therefore, the longer iowait, the greater the
increase in smartphone response time due to the storage device.
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2.3.2

Storage Contribution to Smartphone Usage

In order to investigate what portion of the CPU active time is spent in
storage, we use the iostat shell command to output the I/O statistics of our
Nexus 6 and Pixel smartphone. The statistics from 14 days of use include
detailed numbers of reads/writes of each block device in the flash disk. More
importantly, the information includes the breakdown of the CPU active time
spent in three domains, iowait, user and system. Iowait means that the percentage of time that the CPUs were idle during which the system had an
outstanding storage I/O request, which simply means the time spent waiting for storage I/Os to complete. This does not include the wait for network
I/Os. User means that the percentage of CPU utilization that occurred while
executing at the user level (application). System means that the percentage
of CPU utilization that occurred while executing at the system level (kernel).
Nexus 6: The output of iostat for each domain is illustrated in Figure 7(a). The results show that a decent portion of time is spent in storage
(31.4% of total active time), corresponding to 92.6% of system level time
and 58.5% of user time. The output values observed are stable, and the standard deviation is as little as 0.1%. Note that the numbers are from the total
use of all apps through the whole time period. Hence, some more I/O intensive apps can spend considerably longer than 65% waiting for storage I/Os
to complete.
Pixel: The output of iostat for each domain is illustrated in Figure 7(b).
The results show that a decent portion of time is spent in storage (42.9% of
total active time), corresponding to 83.5% of system level time and 50.3% of
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user time. The output values observed are stable, and the standard deviation
is as little as 0.1%. Note that the numbers are from the total use of all apps
through the whole time period. Hence, some more I/O intensive apps can
spend considerably longer than 71% waiting for storage I/Os to complete.
Other Smartphones: Since the measurements may be different from
device to device, we also extract the iowait results from large-scale study
obtained through StoreBench to verify the pattern [52]. The iowait empirical cumulative distribution function across 2611 Android devices is plotted
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in Figure 7(c). 40 percent of the devices have iowait values between 13%
and 58%, which represents a significant portion of CPU active time. The
averaged standard deviation is 0.1%. These results are also consistent with
those of the Nexus 6 and Pixel.
Although the statistics vary for different devices and usage patterns, it
is safe to say that CPUs in Android devices spend a significant amount of
time waiting for storage I/Os. Especially we found surprising results that
iowait is similar in both smartphone with slow performance eMMC storage device and smartphone with fast performance UFS storage device. The
reason of this surprising results is analyzed that the ratio of iowait is similar in both cases because the size of I/O request in smartphone is small as 4
KB, and UFS storage device and eMMC storage device have similar random
read/write performance.
Server/Desktop: The output of iostat for each domain is illustrated
in Figure 7(d). The results show that a decent portion of time is spent in
storage (12.6% of total active time), corresponding to 64.6% of system level
time and 18.5% of user time. The output values observed are stable, and the
standard deviation is as little as 0.1%. Note that the numbers are from the
total use of all apps through the whole time period. Hence, some more I/O
intensive apps can spend considerably longer than 16.3% waiting for storage
I/Os to complete.
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2.4

I/O Performance Issue of Smartphones
In the previous section, we were able to identify a significant portion

of iowait in smartphones. However, after analyzing experimental results,
we observed that the I/O response times were further delayed under certain
conditions, thus further increasing iowait times. The first is that the iowait
is longer in high storage utilization than the low storage utilization. Second,
when background applications are simultaneously generating I/O requests,
it is common to see that the iowait of the foreground application increases
sharply in both smartphones.

2.4.1

I/O Slowdown under High Storage Utilization

When we analyzed the experimental results collected from other smartphones through the storebench application, we observed that the performance varies according to the storage environment even for the same smartphone model. In particular, despite the same smartphone model, iowait values that are more than double the iowait values we measured were observed
in some smartphones. Therefore, we examined the differences between the
smartphones we tested and those smartphones which show high iowait values.
The analysis confirms that smartphones with high iowait values have
high storage utilization of over 80%. In order for verification, we experimented with a storagebench after increasing the storage utilization of the
Nexus 6 and Pixel used in our experiments by nearly 90%. Surprisingly,
both the Nexus 6 and the Pixel showed sharply increased iowait values. Fig-
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Figure 8: Performance degradation under low/high storage utilization.

ure 8(a) shows the percentages of iowait, user, and system measured by
iostat in Nexus 6 and Pixel, respectively, when storage utilizations are both
high and low. According to Figure 8(a), when the storage utilization is high,
iowait value is 2.3 times higher than when storage utilization is low.
We investigated how the increased iowait value affects application response time. Since the performances of CPU and other units were unchanged,
the increase in iowait value would delay the application response time. Figure 8(b) shows the total response time of the storebench running 20 applications when storage utilization is different. According to Figure 8(b), when
storage utilization is high, the response time for executing 20 applications
increase 1.7 times than when storage utilization is low. Therefore, we have
confirmed that the higher the storage utilization, the lower the I/O performance and the longer the response time of the application.

2.4.2

I/O Slowdown with Background I/Os

When we further analyzed the experimental results collected from other
smartphones through the storebench application, we observed that the per-
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Figure 9: Performance degradation under low-space utilization.

formance changes depending on whether background I/O occurs even for
the same smartphone model. Therefore, we examined the differences between the smartphones we tested and those smartphones which show high
iowait values.
The investigation reveals that smartphones with high iowait values experience concurrent background I/Os. In order for verification, we performed
the experiments using the storebench application while updating several Android applications in the background. Surprisingly, both the Nexus 6 and the
Pixel showed increased iowait values at a high rate. Figure 9(a) shows the
percentages of iowait, user, and system measured by iostat in Nexus 6 and
Pixel, respectively, while adjusting background I/O generation. According
to Figure 9(a), when the background I/Os occur, iowait value is 3.1 times
higher than when there is no background I/O.
We investigated how the increased iowait value affects application response time. Since the performances of CPU and other units were unchanged,
the increase in iowait value would delay the application response time. Figure 9(b) shows the total response time of the storebench running 20 applications while adjusting background I/O generation. According to Figure 9(b),
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when background I/Os occur, the response time for executing 20 applications increase 2.0 times than when there is no background I/O. Therefore,
we have confirmed through experiments that I/O performance drops when
background I/O occurs, which delays the response time of the application.
Then a following question is what the main causes of I/O waits is. To
answer this question, we implemented fully-integrated I/O profiler (IOPro)
which traces storage I/O from whole Android I/O stack, application- android
platform – system call – virtual file system – page cache – native file system
- block layer – device driver – mobile flash storage.

2.5

Related Work
The previous work can be classified into five categories: smartphone

storage, smartphone application delay, Linux I/O scheduler, file defragmentation and I/O-priority inheritance.

2.5.1

Smartphone Storage

Kim et al. [45] present an analysis of storage performance on Android
smartphones and external flash storage devices. Their discovery of a strong
correlation between storage and application performance degradation serves
as motivation for our work. We take one step further and investigate possible
reasons of such performance degradation, and propose a system to reduce
application response using smart I/O optimizations. Nguyen et al. [47] study
the impact of the flash storage on smartphone energy efficiency, while the
main focus of our paper is the application performance. Finally, Jeong et
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al. [46] propose novel journaling methods that, however, are not our focus.
We use obtained knowledge from the study of I/O behaviors to design and
implement a system that improves the response time by prioritizing reads
over writes, and grouping them based on assigned priorities.

2.5.2

Smartphone Application Delay

Yan et al. [?] propose a system that predicts which apps are to be
launched using the context such as user location and temporal access patterns. Their system then provides effective application prelaunching that reduces perceived delay. Parate et al. [48] propose another prediction algorithm to reduce the launch delay. Compared to the previous work, their approach does not require prior training or additional sensor context. However,
mis-predictions of the proposed approaches will lead to significant memory
and energy overhead. We address the problem of slow application launch
by analyzing possible reasons of the slowdowns in the granularity of read
and write I/Os. With this knowledge, we design a system that improves the
response time by prioritizing reads over writes. This has a positive impact
on the application performance beyond delay.

2.5.3

Linux I/O Schedulers

The default I/O scheduler since Linux kernel version 2.6 is the Complete Fair Queuing scheduler (CFQ) [54]. This scheduler has also been
adopted as the default one in most Android smartphones, including the ones
used in our experiments. However, not optimized for smartphone environ-
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ments, CFQ may cause long application response time that is the main focus
of our work. Other available I/O schedulers (Noop and Deadline [55]) are
only used for specialized workloads.

2.5.4

File Defragmentation Techniques

File fragmentation has been an important performance issue for HDDbased file systems and many techniques have been proposed to mitigate
the impact of file fragmentation of the file system performance. Unlike in
HDDs, however, little attention has been paid to file fragmentation in flash
storage, because file defragmentation on flash storage has been commonly
believed to have a negligible performance improvement as well as a negative
influence on the limited flash lifetime.
File Defragmentation: Recent interests in file defragmentation on flash
storage were largely motivated by high-performance I/O support in flash
storage. As flash storage gets faster, SW I/O stack overheads are emerging
as a new I/O performance bottleneck, and flash fragmentation is reevaluated
as a potential I/O bottleneck for flash storage. For example, Ji et al. showed
that file fragmentation negatively affected the performance of mobile applications through an empirical study using several used smartphones [58]. In
particular, they confirmed that redundant I/Os caused by fragmented files
account for a nontrivial fraction of the total I/O time, degrading the overall
I/O performance. More recently, Park et al. presented that file defragmentation on a log-structured file system reduced the frequency of I/O requests
to a flash storage system, thereby improving the overall read performance
by fast read/write times supported in recent flash memory. As flash memory
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can be accessed quickly, SW I/O stack overheads are emerging as a new
I/O performance bottleneck. The performance impact of file fragmentation
is also felt mainly on the increased SW I/O layers. This work is different
from previous studies in several aspects. Compared with previous work that
roughly measured the impact of fragmentation on performance at the application level, we quantitatively analyzed the overhead increase in all the
layers of I/O stack. While existing studies just discovered fragmentation
problems or presented a file-system-specific solution [67], our work, which
is based on a detailed characterization study of flash file fragmentation, proposes a general scheme that can solve the fragmentation problem in flash
storage, regardless of application types or system platforms.
Remapping Optimization in Flash: There are several studies proposed to improve flash storage performance by enhancing the remapping
function of the FTL [31-34]. For example, Choi et al. presented a remapping
technique that avoided double writing in journaling file systems [71]. Kang
et al. proposed a transactional FTL, called X-FTL, for SQLite databases,
which remapped a logical address from a physical location to a new physical location [68]. Zhang et al. proposed a new device interface, Nameless
Writes, A new device interface was proposed to remove the need for indirection in flash storage by keeping the flash mapping information of files in
the file system inodes [69].
Our work is similar to the aforementioned studies in that it leverages an
FTL’s remapping function to offer better I/O performance. The above studies, however, did not take into account of the fragmentation problem in flash
storage, and thus their remapping schemes could not effectively deal with
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fragmented files. Consequently, those studies are not applicable to resolve
fragmentation.

2.5.5

I/O-Priority Inheritance Techniques

Various I/O scheduling techniques have been proposed to address the
problem caused by BG I/Os [40, 41, 72]. A boosting quasi-async I/O (QASIO) is one of such efforts to provide better I/O scheduling by means of
the priority inheritance protocol [40]. QASIO is motivated by an observation that high-priority sync writes are often delayed by low-priority async
writes, which results in the degradation of the responsiveness of file operations (write() and fsync()). QASIO improve overall I/O responsiveness by temporarily increasing the priority of async writes over sync ones,
it is able to improve overall I/O responsiveness. More recently, a requestcentric I/O prioritization (RCP) [41] is proposed which is also based on the
priority inheritance protocol. RCP further improves QASIO by prioritizing
I/O requests at the page cache layer rather than the block I/O layer.
While still effective, both QASIO and RCP have fundamental limitations in improving I/O responsiveness, in comparison to FastTrack. First,
both techniques are not aware of FG I/Os and BG I/Os in smartphones,
and thus, they are unable to prioritize FG I/Os that have a high impact on
user-perceived response times. Second, QASIO and RCP both rely on the
priority inheritance protocol. Thus, they cannot remove additional delays
required for high-priority I/Os to wait until low-priority ones finish. Therefore, their effectiveness on improving user-perceived latency is limited on
highly interaction-oriented devices like smartphones.
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Foreground app-aware I/O management (FAIO) [72] is the first technique that accelerates FG I/Os by adopting I/O preemption in smartphones.
FAIO analyzes FG app information to identify FG I/Os and preempts BG
I/Os to quickly process FG I/Os. However, since FAIO uses I/O preemption
only at the page cache level, it does not resolve the priority inversion problem at the storage device level. It also fails to prevent performance degradation caused by the aggressive evictions of FG data from page cache under
BG I/O intensive workloads.
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Chapter 3

I/O Performance Analysis for
Smartphones

3.1

Quantitative Analysis Tool of Smartphones

3.1.1

Limitations of Existing I/O Analysis Tools

In order to analyze the bottleneck of storage I/O performance of Android smartphones, we need to analyze the whole layers involved in storage
I/O operations, from Android platform to storage device. Table 1 shows the
I/O information that can be analyzed in the Android platform layer including the application, the file system layer including the virtual file system,
and the block layer including the SCSI device driver and the storage driver.
In the application and Android platform layer, the read/write system call is
called to perform storage I/O. In this case, the file descriptor (FD) is used
to access a specific file. The storage I/O that enters the kernel with a system
call searches the physical address (sector address) where the file is located
through the inode and dentry information of the corresponding file and related metadata from the FD to perform read/write.
From the Block Layer, which is the lower layer of the file system, it
no longer keeps information about files. Therefore, in order to analyze the
storage I/O requested by the system call to the storage driver layer, unique
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Table 1: Analyzable Storage I/O Information for Each Storage I/O Layers.

values of I/O information that can be shared by all layers are required. However, except for I/O type, I/O information of unique value shared by all layers does not exist. In the case of I/O size, the application program to the file
system is managed in byte unit, but since Block Layer is managed in sector
unit (512 byte), it can not be used as a unique value shared by all layers.
In the case of storage I/O transferred from Page Cache like Buffered Write,
Process ID is also initialized to 0, so it can not be used as a unique value
shared by all layers.

3.1.2

Design and Implementation of IOPro

IOPro links storage I/O information by linking FD from application
layer to file system layer, and connects storage I/O information to physical
address from file system layer to storage driver layer. Finally, it is possible
to connect all the storage I/Os separately observed at all storage I/O layers
using two connection links. Therefore, among the I/O information obtained
from all layers, I/O can be analyzed in a specific manner. Unlike tagging
where all functions and structures are modified by adding specific variables
to specific I/O, IOPro integrates and links the information gathered from
all storage I/O layers using the link between layers. It differs from other
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Figure 10: Overall architecture of IOPro.

analytical tools in that it analyzes specific I/O information.
Design of IOPro: Figure 10 shows the overall structure of IOPro, an
integrated storage I/O analysis tool for the Android smartphone proposed
in this dissertation. The I/O Profiler implemented in the Android platform
and the Linux kernel collects information about the storage I/O operation of
each layer, stores it in the main memory in the circular buffer, and transfers
it to the IOPro Manager.
IOPro Manager connects the storage I/O information of each layer and
enables hierarchical analysis of storage I/O caused by interaction between
user and application. In addition, IOPro Manager also provides a function
to output a CSV file format that can be input to the DB or a waveform
file format in which a wave viewer can be used so that users can analyze
information about storage I/O from various points.
The I/O Profiler is implemented in all storage I/O stack. In Figure 10,
the I/O Profiler is divided into three layers as shown in Table 1, It was decided according to the range of information. The Android I/O Profiler stores
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Table 2: IOPro’s function lists of each I/O layers.

the unique identifier, process identifier, thread identifier information, file
name, size, and offset information of the application that caused the storage
I/O. The File I/O Profiler uses the file system information in addition to the
file name, size, and offset to store the physical address of the file, the sector
address. The Block I/O Profiler stores information related to the block storage device in which the file is stored and the physical address of the file. It
also stores the time required for storage I/O operations at each layer.
Table 2 shows the functions that IOPro observes at each storage I/O
layer. Read/write from the application layer to the file system layer is handled by different functions to handle storage I/O, but from the block layer,
both read and write are handled by the same function. In addition, from
the Block Layer, storage I/O information is collected by observing both a
function for transferring storage I/O to the storage device and an interrupt
handler function for receiving an interrupt indicating the end of storage I/O
processing from the storage device.
Implementation of IOPro: Since IOPro is implemented by obtaining storage I/O information from file and block I/O structures of functions
involved in storage I/O operations, it is not necessary to modify existing
functions or structures for IOPro operation.
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The IOPro Manager stores the storage I/O information of each layer
received from each profiler in a circular buffer form in the main memory so
that the operation of IOPro does not affect the performance of the Android
smartphone. When the IOPro operation is finished by the user And stores the
analyzed storage I/O information in the file format designated by the user.
In a multi-core CPU environment, one or more threads access the circular
buffer at the same time to record I/O information. When Lock is used in
the circular buffer, the performance of the Android smartphone deteriorates.
Therefore, I/O information is stored in the preliminary circular buffer. The
circular buffer allocates a maximum of 50 MB of space in the main memory
so that it does not interfere with the operation of other applications.
IOPro Manager stores the processed storage I/O information in DB
Format or Waveform format file output to enhance user’s analysis. IOPro
can visualize storage I/O information analyzed by outputting it as Waveform file. From the Virtual File System, which is the top layer of the Linux
kerneli, to the storage device driver which is the lowest layer, IOPro allows
you to see at a glance how long the storage I/O was executed at a certain
layer and how much of the workload has been generated over time. It is
expected that IOPro will be useful for researching storage I/O performance
optimization through storage I/O analysis.

3.1.3

Verification of IOPro Analysis Results

To verify the correctness of IOPro, we used two existing I/O tracer
tools, strace and blktrace. Strace collects system calls that originate from
a specific PID (Process ID) set by the command. Blktrace collects storage
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Figure 11: Snapshot of IOPro’s log.

Figure 12: Snapshot of strace’s log.

I/O processing from the block layer. Blktrace is a trace tool supported by
the Linux kernel. Strace is not included in the Linux kernel, but both strace
and blktrace are supported on Linux so that we can simply run the kernel by
modifying its configuration.
Figure 11, Figure 12, and Figure 13 show logs collected by IOPro,
strace, and blktrace, respectively, while taking pictures with an Android
smartphone. As shown in Figure 12, you can see that the system call to
read a file with the FD of 55 is read as much as 8192 bytes. This is shown
in Table 4, because IOPro logs the read system call with the 400 function.
In the blktrace result screen of Figure 13, the block I/O request with the
physical address is 25607336 and the size is 8 KB (16 sector is 8 KB since
1 sector is 512 byte) is queued (Q) at 11.0000045723 seconds. In addition,
it can be confirmed that the block I/O of the corresponding address is completed (C) at 11.0001181681 seconds. According to Table 5, IOPro logs the
block I/O queue 700 and block I/O complete 710. In Figure 11, we can see
that 700 and 710 occur with the same time difference.
However, as shown in Figure 11, Figure 12, and Figure 13, we can see
that the start times displayed in the logs are different because the criteria
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Figure 13: Snapshot of blktrace’s log.
Table 3: Predefined symbols of IOPro and strace for read/write system call.
I/O event
strace IOPro
Read System Call read 400
Write System Call write 410
Table 4: Breakdowns of write types in five benchmarks.

for the current time are different in the three cases. IOPro measures the
current time from the moment the system is booted, strace measures the
local time at the current time, and blktrace measures the current time from
the moment the blktrace starts to run. Therefore, when verifying IOPro with
strace and blktrace, the time was verified based on the relative time between
each storage I/O.
We verified IOPro’s correctness using blktrace for five Android smartphone usage scenarios, web browse, app install, game loading, gallery thumbnail creation, camera burst shot. For precise verification, we started the IOPro first, started strace and blktrace, followed the specific Android smartphone usage scenario, then terminated strace and blktrace, and finally ended
IOPro. After executing five scenarios by the above method, we made a simple script to check whether the logs appearing in strace and blktrace exist in
IOPro. As a result, all the read/write system calls and all block I/O queueing/completion of blktrace appear in IOPro.
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Table 5: Predefined symbols of IOPro and blktrace for queueing/completion
function.
I/O event
blktrace IOPro
Block I/O Queue
Q
700
Block I/O Complete
C
710

3.2

I/O Performance Bottleneck Analysis of Smartphones

3.2.1

Experimental Environment

Smartphone Usage Scenarios: When I/O performance degrades, we
have investigated ”response time-centric” smartphone usage scenarios where
users are likely to experience slow performance. There are many different types of smartphone usage scenarios, but we have selected scenarios
in which users have to wait for their smartphone to complete. For example,
game loading is a scenario in which the user can not do anything until the
loading is over, so loading time has a very important effect on the user experience. In addition, recently visited web sites do not read data from the
network but rather read the cached data on the storage device and display
it on the screen. In this case, the time taken to read data from the storage
device has a significant effect on the user’s experience .
We also excluded scenarios that are more sensitive to other components
than storage devices. For example, a messenger usage scenario needs to receive chat data through the network, so the network environment has a large
influence on the execution time of the scenario. We excluded smartphone
usage scenarios, which have a large impact on the network.
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After setting and investigating these conditions, we selected five smartphone usage scenarios where response rates are important.
Web (Web browse): Web browser is the one of the scenarios where
networking is very important at first glance. However, many benchmarks are
making offline web browsing scenarios one of the indicators of performance
evaluation. The reason for this is that when many web browsers visit the
website for the first time, the data is received through the network and displayed on the screen, but when the user visits the visited website, the cached
data is read out and displayed on the screen. So we crawled ten frequently
visited Web sites on storage devices, then used airplane mode to turn off all
networks and then loaded randomly a total of 30 Web sites of 10 websites.
The scenarios are performed by loading the next web site after one web site
has been completely loaded, all of which are performed through the script,
thereby reducing the deviation between each execution.
Intall (App install): We measure the time it takes to install
10 Android applications on this smartphone in this scenario. This is a scenario in which an application is installed from an installation file stored in
a storage device, rather than loading and installing application data via a
network. The process of installing 10 applications is done by installing the
next application when the installation of one application is finished. All of
this process is performed through a script to reduce the deviation between
each execution.
Game (Game loading): In this scenario, we measure the time to
load a saved game by pressing the ”Load Game” button in the Football Manager application. The game application reads a lot of data from the storage
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device to display the game UI at the same time while loading the stored
game. Since the user does not do anything until the game application loads
the saved game, the game loading time has a great effect on the user’s experience.
Gallery (Gallery thumbnail creation): In this scenario,
we use the Gallery application to measure the time it takes to create a thumbnail of 50 photos. Every Gallery application creates a thumbnail of a small
photo of the photo when the first photo is read, and stores it in the storage
device to show a large amount of pictures on the screen. So, if there are new
photos, the Gallery application copies 50 photos to the internal storage of
the smartphone, and then runs the Gallery application to measure the time
at which all 50 thumbnails are created. Since the user does not know which
photos are present until all of the thumbnails are created, this thumbnail
creation time has a great effect on the user’s experience.
Camera (Camera burst shot): In this scenario, we use the
Camera application to take 30 shots consecutively and press the Home button to measure the time it takes to store all of the photos as a storage device.
Every camera application stores a lot of photos in main memory, which
stores the photos stored in main memory as a storage device when the application is closed. Even if you press the Home button to close the Camera
application, the Camera application will not close until all the photos stored
in the main memory are stored on the storage device. Therefore, the user
must wait until all the pictures stored in the main memory are stored in the
storage device, which greatly affects the user’s experience.
We used all five scenarios in airplane mode. In the case of the Web
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browse, the scenario is executed after the data of the website is cached in
the storage device in advance. In each scenario, the average execution time
is derived after performing 5 times. In addition, IOPro logs all I/O activity inside the Android platform and Linux kernel while performing all the
scenarios.
Used Smartphones for Analysis: We used Nexus 6 and Pixel for the
experiment. The Nexus 6 has 3 GB of main memory and 32 GB of eMMC
storage. The Nexus 6 also features a quad-core processor. The pixel has 4
GB of main memory and 32 GB of UFS storage. Pixel also has a Quad-core
processor. Both smartphones have Android version 7.1.1 and Linux kernel
version 3.10.64.
High Storage Utilization Setting: We implemented a program to create and delete 1 GB of dummy data to control storage utilization. We used
this program to experiment with changing the storage utilization of smartphones by 10%.
Background I/O Generation Setting: In order to create a background
I/O environment, we selected application update, which is the most common background I/O occurrence scenario. Android smartphones automatically update applications when they are connected to Wi-Fi, so application
updates are often made in the background. However, in order to eliminate
the network I/O during the experiment, we downloaded apk, an installation
file for updating the application, to the storage device of the smartphone in
advance. We created a background I/O environment through a script that
updates 10 applications using 10 apk files.
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Figure 14: Iowait values under high storage utilization.

3.2.2

I/O Performance Bottleneck Analysis

Root Cause of I/O Slowdown under High Storage Utilization: In
Chapter 2, we verified that the iowait value of the smartphone is very high in
the high storage utilization state. To reproduce this, we measured the iowait
value by performing five smartphone usage scenarios by increasing storage
utilization. Surprisingly, when we first measured the iowait value, there was
no significant difference from when storage utilization was low. However,
when the storage utilization is high and the smartphone is used for a certain
period of time, the iowait value is increased.
Figure 14 shows that the iowait value increases over time with high
storage utilization. We performed the five smartphone usage scenarios and
averaged the measured iowait values. In the case of one week, it increased
from 31% to 43%, and after two weeks, the value of iowait increased from
31% to 52%. Increasing iowait value has been confirmed in both the Nexus 6
and Pixel smartphones, and we have seen a storage performance degradation
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Figure 15: Impact of fragmentation on the I/O throughput.

when the smartphone is used for a long time in high storage utilization.
In order to verify why storage performance is degrading, we used IOPro to analyze I/O activity in all layers of the Android I/O stack. As a result
of analyzing the I/O operation of the smartphone with low storage utilization and the smartphone with high storage utilization across the Android
I/O stack, the number of block I/Os increased remarkably and the size of
each block I/O was significantly decreased. For example, because a camera
burst shot scenario creates 30 files of 10 MB size, 300 block I/Os of 1 MB
size are usually created. On the other hand, in high storage utilization, only
37 block I/Os of 1 MB size are created, and more than 1,000 block I/Os
of small size such as 4 KB and 8 KB are generated. We analyzed the root
cause of the sudden increase of block I/O using IOPro, and determined that
file fragmentation is the root cause.
File Fragmentation As the first experiment, we evaluated how the I/O
throughput changes when fragmented files are defragmented using e4defrag.
Figure 15 summarizes the I/O throughput changes after defragmentation on
two smartphones, Nexus 6, and Pixel when the file system utilization was
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between 80% and 95%. Note that Nexus 6 smartphones use (slower) eMMC
devices while Pixel uses a more recent (faster) UFS device. The I/O throughput in Figure 15 was computed at the read/write system call level by dividing
the total sum of I/O requests sizes by the total sum of I/O response times. As
shown in Figure 15, while executing Gallery and Game workloads, when
the defragmented files are accessed, the I/O throughput of the file system can
be substantially improved. For example, on Nexus 6, when fragmented files
are read or written, the sustained I/O throughput of Gallery and Game
were just 62% and 56%, respectively, of those for defragmented files. As
can be seen for Pixel, the reduction in the I/O throughput of a faster mobile
storage was significantly bigger over a slow mobile storage.
In order to understand the root causes of these surprisingly large performance penalties when fragmented files were accessed on mobile flash
storages, we performed a series of measurement experiments while varying
DoF values of various files. In order to control DoF values in our study, we
made a simple utility which repeatedly splits a given file foo until DoF(foo)
reaches our target DoF number. For each measurement run, IOPro measured
execution times spent in the Ext4 file system, the page cache, the block layer,
the device driver and the mobile flash storage1 , respectively, on each of our
inspected smartphones. For brevity’s sake, we only include the measurement
data for Nexus 6 and Pixel in this section, which represent smartphones with
eMMC devices and with UFS devices, respectively.
For our detailed measurement study, we focus on two main phenomena.
1

IOPro can measure execution times spent inside the mobile flash storage by monitoring
the I/O request dispatch times (by the device driver) and their service completion times
(measured at the interrupt handler).
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Figure 16: Execution time changes under varying DoF values on Nexus 6
and Pixel.
First, we evaluate the effect of the increasing number of block I/O requests
on I/O performance when fragmented files are accessed. Second, we evaluate the effect of the average size of block I/O requests on the file system
performance because the average I/O size of a block I/O request becomes
smaller when files are fragmented.
Effect of the Number of I/O Requests In order to evaluate the effect
of the number of block I/O requests, we measured I/O execution times while
varying DoF from 1 (no fragmentation) to 8 (heavy fragmentation). For all
the measurements, we ran a simple synthetic I/O workload where a 512-KB
file is read. The 512-KB file was pre-split into multiple fragments by our
fragmentation utility so that a target DoF can be satisfied. Figures 26(a) and
26(b) show how different I/O stack layers are affected under varying DoF
values on Nexus 6 and Pixel, respectively. The times spent for the block
layer, the device driver, and the flash storage device have increased as with
the increasing DoF values. On the other hand, the times spent in the file
system and page cache layers have been barely affected. In mobile flash
storages, although the same I/O layers were affected as in HDDs by the
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Figure 17: Changes in I/O scheduler, handshaking overhead and interrupt
handling overhead on Nexus 6 and Pixel.

increased number of block I/O requests, the relative impact on these I/O
layers were quite different from that in HDDs. As shown in Figures 26(a)
and 26(b), the block layer is dominantly affected by the number of block
I/O requests over the flash storage device. In HDDs, the impact on the HDD
device would have been very dominant, making the impact on the rest of
I/O layers negligible.
Since the block layer and the device driver contributes to the highest
time overhead in Figures 26(a) and 26(b), we further analyzed how the execution times of the major steps of the block layer and the device driver
increase as DoF increases on Nexus 6 and Pixel, respectively. As shown in
Figures 17(a) and 17(b), as the number Nblocks of block I/O requests increases due to fragmentation, the processing overhead of the I/O scheduler
(which forms a core of the block I/O layer) increases [73, 74]. Furthermore,
the time spent in the device driver also increases as Nblocks increases. In order for the device driver to send a block I/O request to a mobile flash storage
using a specific I/O standard (e.g., eMMC and UFS), the device driver has to
wait for a fixed time interval until the mobile flash storage is ready to receive
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a new block I/O request [75, 76]. When the mobile flash storage completes
the requested block I/O process, notifying its completion to the waiting device driver also takes time (i.e., the interrupt overhead [77, 78]). Since these
handshaking overheads between the device driver and the mobile flash storage is proportional to Nblocks , the time spent in the device driver increases
almost linearly with Nblocks .
Effect of the Size of Block I/O Requests As shown in Figures 26(a)
and 26(b), although it is not as dominant as in HDDs, the processing time
inside a flash storage device is also increasing as DoF values increase. For
example, when DoF changes from 2 to 4 on Nexus 6, the processing time
inside the flash storage has increased by 261% from 517 us to 1,351 us.
Although it is quite difficult to pinpoint exactly why such a performance
drop occurs without knowing the implementation details of an FTL inside
a mobile flash storage, one of the key performance parameters (affected by
the number of block I/O requests) is the degree of the storage-internal parallelism, which roughly represents the number of NAND flash chips which
are simultaneously activated for a given I/O workload.
In order to evaluate the effect of the size of block I/O requests, we
measured the storage-internal processing times while varying the size of
block I/O requests from 4 KB to 512 KB for accessing a 512-KB file. Since
a mobile flash storage consists of multiple NAND chips that can operate
in parallel, an FTL can achieve higher I/O throughput by operating more
NAND chips simultaneously. However, when a single I/O request splits into
multiple block I/O requests due to fragmentation, the average request size
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Figure 18: The effect of the block I/O request size on the performance and
internal parallelism of Nexus 6 and Pixel.
of I/O requests gets smaller. 2 . Smaller block I/O requests, in turn, degrade
the storage performance because they are less effective in exploiting the
storage-internal parallelism. Figures 18(a) and 18(b) show the I/O throughput improves in a step function as the average size of a block I/O request
increases both on Nexus 6 and Pixel.
Since we cannot directly measure the storage-internal parallelism of
Nexus 6 and Pixel, as an alternative measure, we collected the number of
simultaneously activated NAND chips using the emulated simeMMC and
simUFS. (For a detailed description, see Section 5.) As depicted in Fig2

The impact of smaller I/O requests can be mitigated if command queueing is supported
by an interface protocol for mobile storage because it allows multiple requests can be sent.
However, since eMMC does not support command queueing yet [56], and the UFS protocol
supports only a shallow queue (e.g., 16 entries), command queueing cannot hide the impact
of smaller I/O requests on the I/O throughput.
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Figure 19: Iowait values under high storage utilization.

ures 18(c) and 18(d), as the block I/O request size increases from 4 KB to
512 KB, the number of concurrently active NAND chips increased by four
times and eight times, respectively, on simeMMC and simUFS, resulting in
similar step functions we observed in Figures 18(a) and 18(b).
When we defrag the smartphone storages which had a lot of file fragmentation, we have confirmed that iowait value decreased and execution
time of 5 scenarios decreased. Figure 19 shows that the iowait value is reduced on the smartphone that defragged. That is, storage defragmentation
can be the primary solution to storage performance degradation problems
in high storage utilization. However, defragmenting storage requires a very
long execution time and can cause a large amount of physical data copying,
which can seriously degrade the life of NAND flash-based storage devices.
Therefore, storage defragmentation is not an ideal alternative, and we have
reduced the need for new techniques.
Root Cause of I/O Slowdown with Background I/Os: We analyze
the I/O stack of the Android platform to find root causes that are responsible
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for rapidly increasing user-perceived response time along with an increasing
number of I/O-intensive BG apps. We first review the overall architecture of
the Android I/O stack, giving a brief explanation of how apps access files in
storage media. Then, we explain three major bottlenecks we found through
the analysis.
In order to analyze the root causes of performance degradation by BG
I/Os, we have measured the execution time of FG I/Os using IOPro. IOPro
is capable of measuring the detailed elapsed times of I/O requests across
all the Android I/O stacks, including a page cache, a block I/O layer, and
a storage device. Figure 20 shows a breakdown of the I/O execution time
observed in the three usage scenarios used in Section 2.3.2. Because of the
space limit, only the results from Pixel are displayed in Figure 20, but other
smartphones also exhibit similar performance trends. When there are no BG
I/Os (denoted by FG-Only in Figure 20), the storage device is a major bottleneck. This is a reasonable result because the storage device is considered
the slowest component in the I/O stack hierarchy.
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With BG apps running heavily (FG+Update in Figure 20), we observe
that the execution times increased considerably across all the layers. In particular, the times spent by the page cache layer have increased by 12 times,
on average. For example, in Figure 20, the portions of the page cache in
FG-Only were negligible, but these rapidly increased in FG+Update to 32%51% of the total execution times. While the relative portion of the time spent
by the storage device has decreased, the total execution time spent by the
storage device has significantly increased. For example, in the case of the
app switch scenario, the execution time on the storage device has increased
by 5 times. One surprising result in our study was that the impact of the
block I/O layer on performance was rather negligible compared with the
other two layers.

3.3

Unique I/O Performance Characteristics of
Smartphones

3.3.1

File Fragmentation in Smartphones

Frequent Occurrence of File Fragmentation in Smartphones: Since
our target smartphones have never been defragmented before, the results
shown in Figure 21 are interesting but somewhat expected. A more critical
question for our study was to find out how soon file fragmentation recurs
after full file defragmentation. If the recurrence interval of file fragmentation
were quite large (say, several months), an existing defragmentation would
be sufficient for mobile flash storage as well.
In order to understand file fragmentation recurrence (as well as oth59
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custom data collection app. Our snapshot data include DoF values of files
and app launching times, Figure 21(a) shows the changes in the average
DoF values of the files associated with five popular application usage scenarios, on Nexus 6. As shown in Figure 21(a), file fragmentation recurred
quickly after the full file system defragmentation. For most applications on
Nexus 6, file fragmentation occurs again in a week since the full defragmentation. Figure 21(b) shows the changes in the average DoF values of
the files associated with Twitter on the five smartphones with different file
system utilizations. The recurrence interval of file fragmentation was proportional to the file system utilization. For example, on the seventh day after
the full file system defragmentation, the average DoF value of the Twitter
files reached 1.86 and 3.04 for 70% and 90% of file system utilization, respectively. Even though only the DoF values of Twitter files are presented
here, we had similar observations on the files of the other applications.
Our observation strongly suggests that file fragmentation is a recurring
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problem in smartphones, especially when the file system utilization is high.
In the following subsections, we shall show that file fragmentation negatively impact on user experience, but regular file defragmentation is harmful
to flash storage lifetime. The proposed janusd technique is novel in that
these two conflicting phenomena are resolved in a satisfactory fashion.
High Performance Degradation due to File Fragmentation: The
reason for the high performance degradation of smartphone due to file fragmentation is that smartphone storage devices are more vulnerable to file
fragmentation than server/desktop storage devices. Figure 22 shows the performance changes when reading a 10 MB file with the degree of fragmentation of 1 and 10, respectively, on the Nexus 6, and the performance change
when reading from the NVMe SSD. On the Nexus 6, the read performance
drops by 58%, while on the NVMe SSD, the read performance drops by
only 11%, which shows that file fragmentation causes more performance
degradation in smartphone storage devices.
The reason why Smartphone storage devices are more vulnerable to
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file fragmentation than server/desktop storage is due to two main reasons:
short queue depth, poor randrom I/O performance.
Short Queue Depth When reading or writing a defragmented file, a
minimum number of block I/O requests are generated. For example, to read
a 512 KB defragmented file, only single 512 KB block I/O request is generated. On the other hand, if a file of 512 KB is fragmented into 10 fragments,
10 block I/O requests are generated consequently. In this case, since the
server/desktop storage device supports a maximum length of 128 request
queues up to several thousand, which can be received from the host at one
time, it is possible to receive and process a large amount of block I/O requests at a time. However, since the smartphone storage device supports
only a minimum of 4 to 16 request queue lengths that can be received from
the host at a time, the block I/O requests must be transmitted to the storage
device several time if a large amount of block I/O requests are generated.
In addition, in order to receive and process the request queue once, and to
receive the next request queue, the protocol handshaking operation between
the storage device and the host device driver must be performed. Therefore, smartphone storage devices have a short queue depth to support, so
if file fragmentation occurs, performance will drop to a higher extent than
server/desktop storage devices.
Poor Random I/O Performance File fragmentation results in decreasing the size of average block I/O requests as well as increasing the number of block I/O requests when reading or writing a particular file. However, as in Figure 4, the random I/O performance of smartphone storage
and server/desktop storage are significantly different. That is, smartphone
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storage devices require a longer I/O performance time than server/desktop
storage because they provide 10 times lower performance for smaller block
I / O requests. Considering that the performance of random I/O in smartphone storage devices has only improved by 4 times over the last 7 years,
the difference in random I/O performance between smartphone storage devices and server/desktop storage devices is expected to be larger in near
future. It is also easily predictable that performance degradation due to file
fragmentation will also be significantly reduced in smartphone storage devices.

3.3.2

FG-BG Interference in Smartphones

Frequent Occurrence of FG-BG Interference in Smartphones: The
main reason why smartphone storage devices generate more FG-BG interference than server / desktop storage is due to two characteristics: small
memory size, frequent storage access.
Small Memory Size The main memory of the smartphone is very small
compared to the server/desktop. Unlike the server/desktop computing system, the smartphone’s main memory is shared by various components such
as the network module and the sensors, so that the available main memory
space is further reduced. On the other hand, since server/desktop computing
systems are loaded with a large amount of main memory and other hardware
has abundant resources, the size of the main memory is not limied in most
cases. A portion of main memory is also used as a page cache. Since an application needs to allocate free space in the page cache to read or write files,
main memory becomes a bottleneck frequently in smartphones with smaller
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usable main memory.
Frequent Storage Access on the Android Platform The smartphone’s
software platform is much larger than the server/desktop operating system.
For example, the combined size of the Ubuntu operating system’s binaries
and libraries is about 1 GB, but the combined size of the Android platform’s
binaries and libraries exceeds 4 GB. As mentioned earlier, the main memory
of the smartphone is smaller than the main memory of the server/desktop
computing system. Therefore, unlike the server/desktop operating system,
the Android platform cannot store all necessary data in main memory, and
some of them must be stored in the storage device and read into main memory through swap operation when necessary. Because the Android platform
performs a very wide variety of system tasks in the background, users actually experience frequent swap opeartions when they use Android smartphones. However, when background I/Os and Android platform’s frequent
swap occur at the same time, the smaller smartphone memory becomes less
and the response time of the foreground application becomes more delayed.
High Performance Degradation due to FG-BG Interferece: The
reason for the high performance degradation in smartphone due to interference of FG-BG is that smartphone storage device is more vulnerable to
FG-BG interference than server/desktop storage device. Figure 23 shows
a change in read performance on the Nexus 6 and a change in read performance on the NVMe SSD when performing a background application
installation while reading a 1 GB file from the storage device. In the Nexus
6, the read performance drops by 10 times, whereas in the NVMe SSD, the
read performance is reduced by 3 times, and the FG-BG interference causes
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more performance degradation in the smartphone storage device.
The main reasons why smartphone storage devices suffer from higher
performance degradation due to FG-BG interference compared to server /
desktop storage are the following two main reasons: heavy page cache lock
overhead, frequent dirt data flush.
Heavy Page Cache Lock Overhead The Linux kernel, the operating
system used by Android, uses the page cache as a first-stage data buffer.
Page cache of Linux kernel is basically a collection of pages that normally
belong to files. The pages are kept in memory for performance reasons. As
on other UNIX operating systems, the page cache may take up the majority
of the available memory. Whenever a thread reads from or write to a file,
takes a page fault, or is paged out, the page cache becomes involved. Hence,
the performance of the page cache has a rather dramatic impact on the performance of the system. As a particular page is referenced, the page cache
has to be able to locate the page or has to determine that the page is not
in the cache, in an efficient and effective way as possible with a focus on
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minimal memory overhead.
In 64-bit server/desktop computing environment, Linux kernel version
2.6 introduces a technique to separate and manage page caches. Instead of
managing the page cache as a global lock, it has been changed to create
and manage locks on a file-by-file basis. This change has reduced the overhead associated with global locking of the page cache when concurrently
accessing multiple files in a large page cache. In addition, by dividing the
page cache into multiple small page caches, the overhead of retrieving and
modifying the page cache tables has been reduced.
However, in the smartphone computing environment based on the ARM
architecture, the memory management technique of the Linux kernel differs
from the memory management technique of the server/desktop computing
environment. Unlike the server/desktop computing environment, which uses
large memory, smartphone memory management techniques use only one
page cache in a smartphone computing environment using a small memory
size. Therefore, the overhead of retrieving and modifying one page cache
is very large compared to the server/desktop computing environment. Also,
when accessing multiple files at the same time, the global lock causes overhead.
This overhead from the page cache was not a problem for older smartphones with a small number of CPU cores, but for modern smartphones that
actively perform multitasking with a large number of CPU cores, I/O performance in the page cache becomes major bottlenecks for the smartphone.
Also, when copying data between the user level and the kernel level, it is
necessary to allocate data to the page cache or to retrieve the stored data
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from the page cache, which greatly increases the response time required for
application operation.
Frequent Dirty Data Flush Unlike server/desktop computing systems
which use stable power supply, portable battery-powered smartphones trigger a lot of fsync to prevent data loss in order to prevent power failure problems. Also, if there is insufficient space in the main memory, the page cache
dirty data is flushed. Flushing dirty data in order to occupy free space often
occurs in the smartphone because its memory capacity is small, and these
frequent fsync and dirty data flushes cause frequent background I/O. However, since fsync and dirty data flush are handled as synchronous writes in
the Linux kernel, it means they are executed the I / O stack with high priority. Thus, if there is interference with the foreground I/O used by the user,
the priority inversion occurs and the response time of the foreground application can be delayed. In other words, unlike the server/desktop computing
system, flushing dirty data frequently occurs in smartphones, which causes
the performance degradation of foreground applications.
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Chapter 4

Decoupled Defragmentation
Technique for File Fragmentation

Our analysis in previous chapter 2 strongly indicates that file system
fragmentation causes serious performance degradation even in flash storage,
badly affecting the quality of user experiences in mobile systems. Moreover,
unlike in HDDs, logical and physical fragmentation in flash storage must be
handled in different manners.

4.1

Decoupled Fragmentation on Flash
Since flash storage works quite differently from HDDs at the storage

medium level, before our study, we redefined the concept of physical fragmentation for flash storage.
Since flash storage is composed of a group of parallel I/O units (e.g.,
multiple flash memory channels/planes) and each I/O unit can support random access, a conventional definition of physical data sequentiality on hard
drives does not make much sense to flash storage. In order to better reflect
the effect of file fragmentation on I/O performance in flash storage, we associate two metrics, DoF L (x) and DoF P (x), for a file x, where DoF L (x)
and DoF P (x) represent the degrees of logical fragmentation and physical
fragmentation, respectively. For the logical DoF value, DoF L (x), of a file
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Figure 24: A snapshot distribution of files classified based on their DoF L
values and DoF P values.
x, we use DoF (x) as defined in Section 2.1. Since the I/O performance
at the flash device level is largely determined by a degree of the I/O parallelism while accessing the file x, not the number of split extents as in HDDs,
we define the physical DoF value, DoF P (x), of a file x as (1 - DoP (x)).
DoP (x), which indicates the effective degree of the I/O parallelism for accessing the file x, is computed as the ratio of the average degree of the I/O
parallelism for accessing the file x sequentially to the maximum degree of
the I/O parallelism supported by a flash storage system. When a flash storage
system can support up to M I/O operations at the same time, if, on average,
n operations were supported in parallel while accessing foo, DoP (foo) is
n/M . Therefore, DoF P (x) becomes 0 when the file x was accessed under
the maximum I/O parallelism. As the effective degree of the I/O parallelism
drops, DoF P (x) approaches (1- 1/M ).
In order to understand how logical fragmentation and physical frag-
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1

mentation interact with each other in flash storage, we measured how DoF L
and DoF P values change from the Ext4 file system after aging Ext4 with
simulated one-year and one-week workloads. Since we need to collect DoF P
values, we used a mobile flash storage emulator.
Figure 24 shows the distributions of DoF L and DoF P values after
aging Ext4 with simulated one-year and one-week workloads, respectively.
The results indicate that logical and physical fragmentation are highly decoupled. For example, the files in Region A suffered from high degrees of
logical fragmentation but their degrees of physical fragmentation were quite
low. On the other hand, surprisingly, there were still a few files in Region
B that were barely fragmented at the logical space but suffered from high
degrees of physical fragmentation.
Decoupled logical and physical fragmentation is mainly attributed to
the high degree of the I/O parallelism available in flash storage as well as
the extra indirection layer in flash storage for logical to physical mapping.
Logical fragmentation and physical fragmentation impose different impacts
on I/O performance. Specifically, logical fragmentation amplifies the overhead in the system software I/O stack due to the increased I/O frequency,
while physical fragmentation degrades the I/O parallelism in flash storage.
Defragmentation only at the logical or physical level may not produce the
optimal I/O performance. For example, even though a file has been defragmented at the file system level, it dost not guarantee that the file is accessed
through the maximum I/O parallelism inside of flash storage.
Conventional defragmentation tools cannot perform physical defragmentation for flash storage because the host does not have direct access to
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Figure 25: I/O throughput under varying DoF L and DoF P .

flash channels. In addition, these tools are not aware of the existing indirection layer inside of flash storage, which is useful to modify the logical
layout of files without physical data copies. We believe that the firmware
of flash storage must be adequately involved during the defragmentation
process. As shown in Figure 24, the majority of file fragmentation is affiliated with logical fragmentation. While it is possible to perform copyless defragmentation for logically fragmented files (the files in Region A),
data copies are still necessary to re-distribute data among flash channels for
physical defragmentation. Fortunately, as shown in Figures 24(a) and 24(b),
the files with DoF P ≥ 0.5 contribute to no more than 20% of all files.
In other words, physical defragmentation will be performed only for absolutely needed cases to prevent the extra data copies which will reduce the
flash memory lifetime.
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4.1.1

Need for Logical Defragmentation

To measure the significance of logical and physical fragmentation in
terms of performance impact, we measured the throughput of reading a file
foo under different values of DoF L (foo) and DoF P (foo). In order to control DoF L values in our study, we made a simple utility which repeatedly
splits a given file foo until DoF L (foo) reaches the target DoF L number.
The performance measurement was conducted on the mobile flash storage
emulator so that the degree of physical fragmentation DoF P (foo) can also
be carefully controlled. Based on the majority of the distribution in Figure 24, the DoF L value was between 1 and 8, while the DoF P value was
between 0 and 0.25. Figure 25(a) shows that, when there was no physical
fragmentation (DoF P = 0), a high degree of logical fragmentation (DoF L
= 8) significantly degraded the I/O throughput by 75% compared to the case
without any logical fragmentation (DoF L = 1). On the other hand, increasing DoF P (foo) from 0 to 0.25 only slightly degraded the throughput, no
more than 20% for each DoF L value. This observation suggests that logical fragmentation should be managed in a more aggressive manner than
physical fragmentation.
In order to understand how logical fragmentation affects the overhead
in the system software I/O stack, we built a fully integrated storage I/O profiler, IOPro, for quantitative evaluations. IOPro can profile the complete Android I/O stack from the application level to the device driver level. The key
feature of IOPro is that all I/O activities can be seamlessly linked together
via their corresponding file information throughout the entire Android I/O
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Figure 26: Execution time changes under varying DoF L .

stack. Using this tool, we can easily measure times spent in different I/O
stack layers. For each measurement run, IOPro measured execution times
spent in the Ext4 file system, the page cache, the block layer, the device
driver and the mobile flash storage , respectively, on each of our inspected
smartphones. For brevity’s sake, we only include the measurement data for
Nexus 6 and Galaxy S6 in this section, which represent smartphones with
eMMC devices and with UFS devices, respectively.
In order to evaluate the effect of logical fragmentation, we measured
I/O execution times while varying DoF L from 1 (no fragmentation) to 8
(heavy fragmentation). For all the measurements, we ran a simple synthetic
I/O workload which reads a 512-KB file. The 512-KB file was pre-split into
multiple fragments by our fragmentation utility so that the target DoF L can
be satisfied. Figures 26(a) and 26(b) show how different I/O stack layers
were affected under varying DoF L values on Nexus 6 and Galaxy S6, respectively. The times spent for the block layer, the device driver, and the
flash storage device have increased as with the increasing DoF L values. On
the other hand, the times spent in the file system and page cache layers are
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barely affected. (In the block layer and the device driver, the increased number of block I/O requests in accessing the fragmented file directly affected
the overhead of the I/O scheduler, handshaking and interrupt handling [4449].) In mobile flash storage, although the same I/O layers were affected as
in HDDs by the increased number of block I/O requests, the relative impact
on these I/O layers were quite different from that in HDDs. As shown in
Figure 26, the block layer is dominantly affected by the number of block
I/O requests over the flash storage device. In HDDs, the impact on the HDD
device would have been very dominant, making the impact on the rest of
I/O layers negligible.

4.1.2

Need for Physical Defragmentation

As previously shown in Figure 24, most of the files have small DoF P
values (≤ 0.25). This is because, with the rich I/O parallelism inside of flash
storage, it is very unlikely that a file suffers from extremely low I/O parallelism. For example, suppose that data are allocated among eight channels of
equal availability, the probability that a 64-KB file composed of eight 8-KB
flash pages is entirely allocated to one single channel would be 0.00004%.
This probability further reduces if the file size is larger than 64 KB. On
the other hand, the probability that the 64-KB file is allocated to 6 or more
channels would around 80%.
Although it is a rare case that a file has a very high DoF P value, the
overall performance may still be adversely affected if a physically fragmented file is frequently accessed. Fig. 25(b) shows that, a high degree of
physical fragmentation (i.e., ≥ 0.5) severely degraded the I/O throughput
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even when the degree of logical fragmentation was low. For example, even
if a file was not fragmented at all in the logical space (DoF L =1), if the
file had a DoF P value of 0.5, the I/O throughput became only 48% of that
with DoF P =0. Because logical and physical fragmentation is decoupled on
flash storage, in such a rare case of high physical fragmentation, it is not
sufficient to perform logical defragmentation only, and physical defragmentation is necessary to re-distribute data among channels at a cost of flash
lifetime.

4.2

Overall Architecture of Janusd
Janusd is designed to effectively cope with the problems arising from

logical and physical fragmentation at a low cost. Figure 27 shows an organization of janusd with two defraggers, janusdL and janusdP, which are im-
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plemented as a user-level tool like e4defrag. Once the janusdL or janusdP
is run by end users, it collects information of files to decide whether or not
to trigger logical or physical defragmentation. To perform logical/physical
fragmentation, special supports from the flash storage side are required.
Those supportive functions are implemented as a firmware module, called
janusdFTL, which is an extension of the existing FTL algorithm. Janusd
is designed with a minimal change to the existing system. Thus, it is unnecessary to change the underlying file system and OS kernel, except for the
addition of a device driver for communication between the user-level tool
and janusdFTL.
JanusdL is responsible for resolving logical fragmentation of files.
JanusdL selects a list of fragmented files based on DoF L of files (see (1)
in Figure 27). Instead of physically moving files’ data to another location,
it sends a defragmentation command to janusdFTL (2) so that the logicalto-physical mapping table inside of flash storage (3) will be updated. This
design enables us to resolve logical fragmentation without any physical data
copies (see Section 4.3). JanusdP does not change logical layouts of files.
Instead, it is in charge of resolving physical fragmentation for better exploitation of multiple channels in flash storage by re-distributing data among
channels. JanusdP notifies janusdFTL of a list of frequently accessed files
(4), and janusdFTL calculates the DoF P values of the files (5) based on
the physical data allocation inside of flash storage. Because data copies have
negative impact on flash memory lifetime (see Section 4.4), among the frequently accessed files, janusdFTL performs physical defragmentation only
on the files with high DoF P values (6).
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Table 6: Custom interfaces for janusd.
Command
Description
defrag(list src LBA,
Change src LBA in logical-to-physical
list dst LBA)
mapping table to dst LBA.
flush()
Flush buffered defrag log to flash from DRAM.
check()
Check whether commit completion flag
is saved at defrag log or not.
discard()
Delete the uncommitted log entries in defrag log.

For the janusdL/P and janusdFTL to communicate with each other,
new custom interfaces must be added. Table 6 summarizes a set of new
custom interfaces, which can be implemented using user-defined command
facilities of SATA and NVMe. Detailed descriptions of janusdL/P will be
given in the following subsections.

4.3

JanusdL: Logical Defragmentation
Because janusdL inherits most of the features and algorithms from

e4dfrag, the implementation of janusdL is done with slight modifications
of e4dfrag.

4.3.1

Logical Defragmentation

When janusdL is invoked, it first searches for fragmented files using
file-to-storage mapping. JanusdL calls the FIBMAP command of the Linux
VFS to obtain a list of logical block addresses (LBAs) where the data of
a given file is stored, and then it calculates the values of DoF L of the file
accordingly. With a list of files for logical defragmentation, the following
process repeats for each of the files: JanusdL first looks for free and con-
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Figure 28: An example of defragmentation in janusd.

tinuous LBAs as the destination where the file fragments can be moved to.
These destination LBAs are obtained using the existing free-space allocation feature in e4dfrag. With the LBAs of the file fragments (source LBAs)
and the destination LBAs, janusdL sends a defrag command, shown in
Table 6, containing pairs of source-destination LBAs to janusdFTL in flash
storage. Upon receiving defrag command, janusdFTL updates its logicalto-physical (L2P) mapping table so that the destination LBAs will refer to
the physical pages referred to by the source LBAs. After completion of the
command, janusdL revises the pointers in the inode of the defragmented
file so that host applications can access the file through continuous LBAs.
Figure 28 illustrates an example of how janusdL performs logical defragmentation. We assume that a target file F for defragmentation is fragmented into four extents f0 , f1 , f2 , and f3 , and they are stored in LBAs 11,
13, 15, and 17 (source LBAs), respectively. JanusdL sends a defrag com-
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mand to map the extents to new LBAs 19 to 22 (destination LBAs). JanusdFTL first locates a list of physical pages that are mapped to the source
LBAs. In this example, the file extents f0 , f1 , f2 , and f3 at the source LBAs
11, 13, 15, and 17 are mapped to physical pages p0 , p1 , p2 , and p3 , respectively. JanusdFTL then updates the mapping entries of the destination
LBAs 19 to 22 so that they refer to the physical pages p0 to p3 , respectively.
Finally, the L2P mapping entries of the source LBAs are unset, and janusdFTL sends an acknowledgment to the host to finish the defrag command.
After this, janusdL revises the inode of the file to access the new extent
f0 through the new LBAs 19 to 22.

4.3.2

Power Failure Recovery

JanusdL may introduce inconsistency between L2P and P2L mapping
information in the event of unexpected power failures. When new data is being written to a page, the FTL stores a corresponding LBA in an OOB area
of that page for reverse P2L mapping. Even after a power failure occurs and
an L2P mapping table (in DRAM) is lost, the FTL is able to recover a complete L2P mapping table by scanning all of the OOB areas in NAND flash.
Unfortunately, when an L2P mapping table gets updated by janusd, corresponding LBAs in OOB areas cannot be updated in sync with the changes
of L2P mapping because of NAND flash’s erase-before-write constraint. In
Fig. 28, for example, the LBA referring to the page p0 was changed from
11 to 19, but the page p0 still stores the old LBA (i.e., 11) in its OOB area.
Suppose that the L2P mapping table is lost due to a power failure. The FTL
will rebuild the L2P mapping table by scanning OOB areas. Based on the
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old P2L information in OOB areas, the page p0 is referred to by LBA 11.
However, at the file-system level, the new extent f0 is at LBAs 19 to 22 because the inode of the file has been changed. As a result, when applications
attempt to access f0 , the file-system sends wrong LBAs (e.g., 19) and the
FTL returns invalid data or reports an error.
JanusdL addresses the inconsistency problem by logging all of the history of remapped LBAs in a special log, called a defrag log. A defrag log is
an ordered collection of entries, each of which is a pair of a source LBA and
a destination LBA plus a length. This information can easily be extracted
from defrag commands. For example, a defrag log entry for f0 is (11, 19,
1), where 11 is a source LBA, 19 is a destination LBA, and 1 is a length.
Figure 29 shows an example of how the mapping table is reconstructed after an unexpected power failure. When a flash storage device is rebooted,
the FTL scans OOB areas of all pages and builds the L2P mapping table
as usual. Then, it checks the defrag log to see if any L2P entries have been
remapped for defragmentation and updates the mapping table accordingly.
To prevent frequent writes to flash, janusdFTL keeps defrag log entries in DRAM temporally and flushes them to flash at proper timings. This
buffering, however, potentially causes another inconsistency problem – if a
power failure occurs before the buffer is flushed to flash, the inconsistency
between L2P and P2L mapping occurs. This problem can be solved by using a commit protocol combined with fsck. Figure 30 illustrates how the
commit protocol guarantees atomicity of defragmentation. Once all target
files are moved and defragmentation is ready to finish, janusdL explicitly
(1) flushes the buffered defrag log to flash by transmitting flush com80
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Figure 29: A power failure recovery of janusdL.

mand in Table 6, (2) writes all file-system’s metadata to a journaling area,
and (3) appends a commit completion flag to the end of the defrag log. On
system rebooting, fsck modified for janusdL first checks if the latest commit completion flag was written successfully by sending check command
in Table 6. If not, the system was improperly shut down due to a system failure. Using discard command in Table 6, the modified fsck asks janusdFTL to discard uncommitted log entries in the defrag log and to rebuild
an L2P mapping table only with committed ones. In the file system level, at
the same time, the modified fsck rollbacks all the changes made to files by
janusdL and reverts the files to their last consistent states.
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Figure 30: A synchronization of file-system’s metadata and defrag-log commits.

4.3.3

Defrag Log Management

The FTL conducts internal page movements for garbage collection and
wear leveling. If these page movements involve a page whose LBA is previously remapped, the defrag log must be updated. When a page is moved by
garbage collection or wear leveling, janusdFTL writes the page according
to its most recent P2L mapping information. The update of L2P mapping is
required when a page is overwritten with new data as well. For both cases,
since the P2L page mapping has been rewritten to flash, the corresponding
old log entry should be removed.
Fig. 31 illustrates how janusdFTL manages the defrag log during garbage
collection. Suppose that the flash block where valid pages p0 , p1 , p2 and p3
are stored is selected as a victim so that those pages are moved to four free
pages p4 , p5 , p6 and p7 , respectively. Accordingly, the L2P mapping table
is updated to refer to new page locations. While moving valid pages, janus82
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dFTL updates P2L mapping in OOBs if they are previously remapped by
the defrag remapper. For example, 11 in p0 is changed to 19 in p4 . After
this, the entries of the moved pages are deleted from the defrag log. For example, entries (11, 19, 1), . . . , (17, 22, 1) are now unnecessary. However,
because of the overwrite restriction, janusdFTL has to append log entries
to the defrag log, (11, Ø, 1), . . . , (17, Ø, 1), to mark the old entries of LBAs
11 to 17 deleted. By this design, the defrag log may have multiple entries
for the same LPAs, for example, (11, 19, 1) and (11, Ø, 1). To ignore old
entries when the defrag log is scanned, janusdFTL writes a unique version
number together.
As astute readers may notice, the defrag log would grow very large
over time. To prevent this, janusdFTL sets a limit on the defrag log size.
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Once the size limit is reached, janusdFTL performs compaction – it selects
flash blocks containing part of the defrag log, filters out obsolete entries,
and writes only valid entries to the defrag log. (11, 19, 1) and (11, Ø, 1) are
examples of obsolete entries – since L2P is equivalent to P2L, there is no
need to keep them in the defrag log. The maximum size of the defrag log
is currently set to 10 MB, which is large enough to hold several millions of
entries. Thanks to its huge size, almost all of the log entries become obsolete
before being selected for compaction, and thus compaction involves few
entry copy operations.

4.4

JanusdP: Physical Defragmentation
Different from janusdL, janusdP involves data copies for physical

defragmentation. To minimize the negative impact of data copies on flash
lifetime, janusdP performs physical defragmentation only on selected files
that meet the following criteria: 1) they must be frequently accessed and
2) they must have high dragees of physical fragmentation (i.e., high DoF P
values).
To measure read frequencies of files, we implement a daemon program that keeps track of the total count of read accesses of files using the
inotify feature provided by the Linux kernel. The read counts of files are
stored in a separate file, and the janusdP utility reads the file to determine
a list of 50 most frequently read files. JanusdP and janusdL use the same
command to communicate with janusdFTL. To notify janusdFTL of physical defragmentation on a file, janusdP stores all the LBAs associated with
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the file as the source LBAs of a defrag command, but fills all the destination
LBAs of the command with a null value -1. In this way, janusdFTL can
easily distinguish a command for logical defragmentation from a command
for physical defragmentation.
After janusdFTL receives a command for physical defragmentation,
it first calculates the DoF P value for the source LBAs stored in the defrag
command. Recall that the DoF P value associated with a set of LBAs is
0 if the LBAs can be accessed through the maximum I/O parallelism inside of flash storage. We employ 0.5 as an empirical threshold of DoF P for
janusdFTL to conduct physical defragmentation on the source LBAs. If the
DoF P of the LBAs is higher than or equal to 0.5, janusdFTL re-distributes
the data (mapped to the source LBAs) among channels for the best I/O parallelism of future accesses. If the DoF P of the LBAs is lower than 0.5,
janusdFTL does nothing because the benefit of physical defragmentation
would be marginal.
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Chapter 5

Foreground App-Aware I/O
Management Technique for FG-BG
Interference

5.1

Root Cause of I/O Slowdown with Background
I/Os
We analyze the I/O stack of the Android platform to find root causes

that are responsible for rapidly increasing user-perceived response time along
with an increasing number of I/O-intensive BG apps. We first review the
overall architecture of the Android I/O stack, giving a brief explanation of
how apps access files in storage media. Then, we explain three major bottlenecks we found through the analysis.
In order to analyze the root causes of performance degradation by BG
I/Os, we have measured the execution time of FG I/Os using IOPro. IOPro
is capable of measuring the detailed elapsed times of I/O requests across
all the Android I/O stacks, including a page cache, a block I/O layer, and
a storage device. Figure 20 shows a breakdown of the I/O execution time
observed in the three usage scenarios used in Section 2.3.2. Because of the
space limit, only the results from Pixel are displayed in Figure 20, but other
smartphones also exhibit similar performance trends. When there are no BG
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I/Os (denoted by FG-Only in Figure 20), the storage device is a major bottleneck. This is a reasonable result because the storage device is considered
the slowest component in the I/O stack hierarchy.
With BG apps running heavily (FG+Update in Figure 20), we observe
that the execution times increased considerably across all the layers. In particular, the times spent by the page cache layer have increased by 12 times,
on average. For example, in Figure 20, the portions of the page cache in
FG-Only were negligible, but these rapidly increased in FG+Update to 32%51% of the total execution times. While the relative portion of the time spent
by the storage device has decreased, the total execution time spent by the
storage device has significantly increased. For example, in the case of the
app switch scenario, the execution time on the storage device has increased
by 5 times. One surprising result in our study was that the impact of the
block I/O layer on performance was rather negligible compared with the
other two layers.
In the following three subsections, we investigate what happens inside
the kernel I/O stacks when BG I/Os are heavily issued. Particularly, we focus
on analyzing internal I/O activities at the page cache and the storage device
layers because they are the main contributors to the increase of the execution
times

5.1.1

Page Allocation

From our performance bottleneck study, we found that lock contentions
in the page cache layer are responsible for many I/O-priority inversions we
have observed. As the first and major root cause of a performance degra87
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Figure 32: Impact of lock contention on the I/O latency of the foreground
app.

dation of an FG app under BG apps, we explain the impact of the page
allocation module on user experience. When a new I/O request arrives at
the kernel, free pages should be assigned first to the I/O request. When new
free pages are necessary for serving the incoming I/O request, a free-page
allocation module first acquires a global lock, page lock, for the exclusive
access of the page cache during the page reclamation process [65] which
is non-preemptive [66]. Acquiring free pages is mostly done quickly. However, if there are not sufficient free pages available, it takes a rather long time
(e.g., more than 200 ms [37]) to create free pages by evicting dirty pages.
Evicting dirty pages require extra writes to the storage device. If FG I/Os
are blocked by BG apps that need the free page reclamation process, an FG
app has to wait for BG I/Os to finish, thus causing an I/O-priority inversion
between the FG app and the BG apps.
Figure 32(a) illustrates an example where an FG app F reads a photo
file of 256 KB size from storage media by calling a read() system call. We
compare two different cases: 1) when F runs alone without any BG apps and
2) when F runs together with a BG app B that writes a large file to the storage
device. Without BG apps, the FG app can quickly get free pages from the
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page cache (by calling alloc pages() (1)). Since the maximum allocation unit
of free pages is limited to 128 KB [60], the kernel calls alloc pages() twice,
each of which gets 128 KB free pages. After calling each alloc pages(), the
kernel sends a read I/O command to the storage device (2), which transfers
file contents from the storage to the allocated pages. Finally, data kept in
the kernel pages are copied to a user-space buffer in the unit of 128 KB (by
calling copy to user() (3)).
Suppose that the BG app calls the write() system call to write data just
before read() is invoked by the FG app. The page lock is grabbed by the BG
app first, so the FG app has to wait until it releases the lock (4). This could
be quite long if dirty page evictions are involved while assigning free pages
to the BG app. After the page lock is released by the BG app, the FG app is
able to acquire the lock, allocates free pages for reads, and then releases the
lock. Then, it issues a read I/O command to the device. Copying data from
the user space to the kernel space (copy from user()) also requires holding
the same global lock of the page cache (5). As depicted in 4(b), if the BG
app has already acquired the global lock, the FG app has to wait again for
the lock to be released, which increases additional user-perceived delays.
Some might argue that the eviction of dirty pages in the middle of
calling alloc pages() would rarely occur. In our observation, however, when
write-dominant BG apps run (e.g., Update), many dirty pages are created
in the page cache and available free pages quickly run out. If an FG app
requests I/Os in such situations, frequent evictions of dirty pages are inevitable.
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5.1.2

Page Replacement

Our second root cause comes from a somewhat surprising source. As
discussed in Section 3.2, the performance degradation of an FG app from the
lock contention mostly occurs when many dirty pages are created in the page
cache. When BG apps are read-dominant, such performance degradation
is difficult to occur because few dirty pages may exist in the page cache.
For example, in 4 of Figure 32(a), if reclaimed pages were clean, no writes
to the storage device would be needed. Unlike our reasoning about readdominant BG apps, our experiments revealed an interesting result that even
read-dominant BG apps can often interfere with an FG app.
Although it was not straightforward to understand why such unexpected performance degradation occurs, we identified the page replacement
policy in the page cache as the main cause. The existing Linux page replacement policy in the page cache works in an FG app-oblivious fashion. That
is, the Linux kernel prefers choosing a clean page as a victim because of its
cheap replacement cost regardless of whether the owner of the victim page
is an FG app or a BG app. Suppose that BG apps want to read a large amount
of data from the storage and they need to get more free pages by evicting
existing ones from the page cache. In this situation, the Linux kernel often
selects clean pages of an FG app even though those clean pages are soon to
be accessed. Although choosing a clean page as a victim page is reasonable
from minimizing the eviction cost, it is a bad decision for the FG app because a large page cache miss penalty can significantly increase the FG app
response time.
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Figure 33: Impact of page replacement.

Figure 33 shows a concrete example of how a read-dominant BG app
negatively affects an FG app. Here, the FG app F is assumed to read a file
A twice by calling read(). Again, we compare two different cases: 1) when
F solely runs and 2) when F runs together with a BG app which read a large
file B from the storage device. Without BG apps, the FG app can quickly
finish the second read() by reading the file A from the page cache (1). However, when the FG and BG apps run simultaneously, some pages of the file
A may be evicted from the page cache (2) to create a room for the large file
B. After the completion of BG reads, when the FG app tries to read the file
A again, free pages should be allocated (3) and the previously-evicted pages
should be read from the storage device again (4). Even worse, from our investigations on real-life app usage scenarios, we observed that many FG
apps exhibit high temporal locality, repeatedly referencing the same files.
For such an FG app, the existing page cache replacement policy can significantly degrade the user experience by evicting performance-critical hot
pages of the FG app.
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5.1.3

Device I/O Scheduling

After our bottleneck study on the page cache layer, we investigated
the block layer as a next candidate for the I/O priority inversion problem.
We analyzed how the block layer processes I/O requests from when the I/O
requests are put into the I/O scheduler queue to when an interrupt handler receives signals notifying the completion of the requests in the storage device.
Our investigation revealed that the I/O priority inversion problem occurred
in the storage device rather than in the block layer.
Once the storage device gets I/Os from a block device driver, it processes them according to its own I/O scheduling algorithm. The storage device generally gives a higher priority to reads than writes because reads have
a higher impact on user-perceived response time. For the same type of I/O
requests, the storage device process them in an FIFO manner with no preference. Although this generic scheduling policy works reasonably well for
equal-priority I/O requests, it causes I/O-priority inversions very frequently
because the scheduling policy inside the storage device is not aware of the
priority of an I/O request. For example, if FG writes and BG reads are sent
to the storage device, the FG writes would be delayed until all the BG reads
complete.
Figure 34 illustrates the negative impact of a priority-unaware I/O scheduler inside a storage system on the throughput of FG I/Os. It plots the
throughputs of FG I/Os and BG I/Os in the app switch scenario, where an
FG app writes a large number of files, while huge files are being read in
background. Note that the I/O throughputs were measured at the block de-
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Figure 34: I/O priority inversions in flash storage device.

vice driver in order to device-level performance. Unlike the FG-Only case
shown in Figure 34(a), a significant degradation of the FG I/O throughput
is observed in Figure 34(b) when FG writes and BG reads are mixed inside
the storage system. The app switch scenario, which was completed in 0.45
seconds without BG I/Os, took 3.55 seconds to finish. Our additional experiments showed that the I/O-priority inversion problem within the storage
device occurs very frequently whenever FG writes are mixed with BG reads
and its impact on an FG app is very serious.
In the context of background I/O, we detected background I/O at the
system call level of the smartphone and found that iowait value decreased
and execution time of 5 scenarios decreased. Figure 35 shows that iowait
values are reduced due to background blocking of background I/O. On the
other hand, background blocking of background I/O can be the primary solution to the interference problem from background I/O. However, back93
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Figure 35: Iowait values under background I/Os.

ground blocking of background I/O is an alternative to the motto of smartphones that actively support multitasking and can cause unexpected side
effects. Thus, background blocking of background I/O is not an ideal alternative, and we have reduced the need for new techniques.

5.2

Overall Architecture of FastTrack
As explained in the previous section, high-priority FG I/Os are unin-

tentionally delayed by low-priority BG I/Os for various reasons across the
entire I/O stack. One of the most commonly used solutions to resolve the
I/O-priority inversion problem is to use the priority inheritance protocol that
raises a priority of BG I/Os. The priority inheritance, however, is not effective in our cases – it still requires an FG app to wait for BG I/Os to finish,
creating long delays to latency-sensitive smartphone users.
An ideal solution to resolve the problem is to create a vertically-integrated
fast I/O path which is dedicated to serving FG I/Os across the entire I/O
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Figure 36: An overall architecture of FastTrack.

stack, including a page cache, a block layer, and a storage device. In other
words, if it is possible to quickly preempt BG I/Os upon the arrival of FG
I/Os and to deliver them directly to the storage device with minimal interference by I/O stack layers, it would be possible to provide the equivalent level
of user-perceived responsiveness as when there is no BG I/O. Key technical
challenges here are (1) how to identify FG I/Os from BG I/Os inside the
kernel, (2) how to preempt BG I/Os immediately, and (3) how to prevent
potential side effects that could occur when creating such a new I/O path.
Keeping these technical challenges in mind, we design the app statusaware I/O management, FastTrack, with five modules as illustrated in Fig. 36.
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The app status detector obtains the information of the current FG app by
monitoring the activity stacks of the Android platform (1) and forwards it
to the page allocator (2). Using this, the page allocator is able to identify
I/O requests from the FG app, suspending the currently executing BG I/O
jobs. The page allocator then grabs a global lock of the page cache, preferentially assigning free pages to FG I/Os, regardless of their arrival time (3).
Until the page allocator releases the lock, BG I/Os are postponed.
If there are not enough free pages to handle I/O requests, the page reclaimer evicts kernel pages that belong to BG I/Os as victims, preventing
FG pages from being flushed from the page cache (4). After acquiring all the
free pages required, the page reclaimer builds up block I/Os for FG I/Os
(FG BIOs) with designated LBAs, putting them into I/O scheduler’s queue
in the block layer (5). Upon the arrival of FG BIOs, the I/O dispatcher suspends servicing BG BIOs by limiting I/O queueing and then immediately
delivers FG BIOs to the dispatch queue ((6) and (7)). When FG BIOs are
converted to FG commands (FG cmds) for the storage device, the I/O dispatcher tags an FG I/O flag so that the device I/O scheduler suspends the
BG I/O execution (8), and FG cmds can be processed immediately in the
storage device.

5.3

App Status Detector
In order to identify an FG app among all the apps available in the sys-

tem, the app status detector inquires of the Android activity manager
holding all of the activities initiated by a user. Whenever a user inputs a
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command to a phone by touching a screen or an icon, the Android platform
creates a new activity, which is a sort of job corresponding to user’s command, and puts it into an activity stack in the Android activity manager.
Since the top activity on the stack points to the current interactive app with
a user (i.e., an FG app), the FG app information in the system can be easily
retrieved.
All of the Android apps have its own unique ID number, called UID,
which is assigned when an app was installed in the system. An UID number
is different from Linux’s process ID (PID). Thus, our next step is to find a
list of the Linux processes connected to the FG app. A list in question can be
obtained by examining all the processes in Linux’s process tree. However,
such an exhaustive search on the process tree takes a relatively long time.
Therefore, the app status detector maintains an UID-indexed table that is
updated whenever a new process or thread is created or terminated. Then,
using UID as a key, the app status detector quickly retrieves a list of FG
app’s processes.
Whenever the top activity changes, the app status detector sends an
UID of the new FG app, along with PIDs and TIDs of related Linux processes, to the Linux kernel via the sysfs interface. By doing this, app
status detector can keep track of the currently executing FG app.

5.4

Page Allocator
The page allocator is designed to preferentially allocate kernel pages

to I/O requests from an FG app by suspending outstanding BG I/Os. Fig. 37
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Figure 37: Preemption of background I/Os.

shows how the page allocator works using the same example in Figure
32, where the FG app generates read requests to the kernel just after the
BG app issued write requests. The page allocator sees if the I/O request
is from the FG app or not by comparing its UID, PIDs, and TIDs with the
ones that it previously got from the app status detector (1). If it is from
the FG app, the page allocator forces BG I/Os to release a global lock of
the page cache just after getting a page currently being requested (2). After
allocating desired pages to the FG I/Os, the page allocator resumes the
preempted BG I/Os (3). At the same time, the kernel issues FG BIOs to fill
up the allocated pages with data read from storage media. In a similar way,
the page allocator suspends and resumes data copy operations of BG I/Os
between the user and kernel space.
In order to support the prompt preemption and resumption of BG I/Os,
we modified the major kernel functions relevant to the page cache, including
alloc pages(), do generic file read(), and generic perform write().
These functions are divided into several execution segments. At the end of
each segment, the page allocator checks if there are waiting FG I/Os. If
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so, the page allocator promptly suspends BG I/Os, unlocks the page-cache
lock, and yields the CPU for the FG I/Os. After serving FG I/Os, the suspended BG I/Os restart at the point where they were suspended.
While conceptually simple, the implementation of the preemptive page
cache raises two technical issues. Firstly, giving the highest favor to FG
I/Os does not guarantee the improved response time all the time, and, in
the worst case, it may result in serious response time degradation or even
application deadlocks. Imagine an application that downloads files from the
network and performs certain operations on the download files. The application model of Android requires an app to offload such a typical task to a
built-in process that runs as a background service. In case of a file download, a network service process performs downloading files in background
on behalf of a user app. If I/O requests from the network service process
are preempted for FG I/Os, the execution of the FG app that initiates the file
download would be delayed for a long time. Fortunately, the Android system
does not allow such dependency between conventional user apps (e.g., game
and camera apps) [82]. To avoid the self-harming preemption mentioned
above, therefore, it is only necessary to prevent the preemption for BG I/Os
from service processes. To do this, the page allocator checks if BG I/Os
are issued by services or not and excludes them from the preemption if they
are from service processes. This I/O filtering can be done by checking UID
because the Android system assigns predefined UIDs to service processes,
giving UIDs ranging from 10,000 to 19,999 to user apps [83].
Secondly, performing the preemption at the page cache level is not always possible. Some pieces of the kernel code must run in a special context,
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Figure 38: Prevention of foreground page evictions.

called an atomic context [84], which does not allow a CPU to go into sleep.
Representative examples are interrupt handlers and critical section codes
wrapped by spinlocks. The page allocator modifies the page cache functions that are also invoked by other parts of the kernel for various purposes.
Thus, the page allocator should disable the preemption if it is called by a
caller running in the atomic context. It is straightforward to know whether
the page allocation is requested inside the atomic context. In the Linux kernel, a caller function should let the memory allocator know which type of
contexts it runs now as an argument (e.g., GFP ATOMIC). The page allocator refers this information and prevents the preemption if the allocation
is requested inside the atomic context.

5.5

Page Reclaimer
In addition to preempting BG I/Os to accelerate page allocation for

FG I/Os, the page reclaimer improves the performance of FG apps by
preventing the eviction of kernel pages belonging to the FG apps.
Figure 38 illustrates how the page reclaimer operates using the same
example in Figure 33, where the FG app attempts to read the file A twice,
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while the BG app is heavily reading the large file B. In Figure 33, the second
read to the file A is not hit by the page cache since it was chosen as a victim
and was evicted from the page cache (2) in Figure 33). As explained earlier,
this is due to the kernel’s page replacement that evicts clean pages first,
regardless of the status of an app. The page reclaimer prevents such a
problem by adopting new replacement priorities for victim selection: BG
clean pages (highest) > BG dirty pages (high) > FG clean pages (low) >
FG dirty pages (lowest). With the new policy, clean pages belonging to BG
apps are preferentially evicted when there is insufficient memory. In Figure
38, the pages labeled by B 1 are evicted for B 1 , even though the pages for
the file A were least recently referenced (1) in Fig. 38).
Keeping FG pages in the page cache wouldn’t be effective if an FG
app has low temporal locality. In the worst case, it would degrade the performance of BG apps without any performance improvement on an FG app.
According to the mobile app workload study [46], however, the majority of
the apps have high degrees of data locality. Thus, the negative effects of the
page reclaimer are expected to be minimal in smartphone usages.

5.6

I/O Dispatcher
The primary goal of FastTrack is to create a fast I/O path for FG I/Os

in the entire kernel layer. To this end, it is also required to enhance the block
I/O layer, together with the page cache layer. Once block I/Os are delivered
to the block layer from the page cache, they are put into a sync queue or
an async queue in the I/O scheduler according to their types. To accelerate
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FG BIOs, the I/O dispatcher looks for FG BIOs in both queues and moves
them to the dispatch queue immediately.
Depending on the type of a queue, the I/O dispatcher has to take different strategies to find FG BIOs. FG BIOs can be easily found in the sync
queue using the FG app’s PID number delivered by the app status detector. In the case of async I/Os, however, the PID number of all async I/Os
is the same as the PID of the kworker kthread which delivers async BIOs
to the block layer on behalf of FG processes. Since the PID number is not
useless to find async FG BIOs, the I/O dispatcher uses LBAs as keys to
fetch FG BIOs from the async queue.
Fig. 39 illustrates how the I/O dispatcher detects FG BIOs and delivers them to the dispatch queue. Suppose that both the process (PID 10039)
of the FG app and the process (PID 10041) of the BG app generate sync I/Os
and async I/Os simultaneously. For sync I/Os, since the foreground process
directly puts FG BIOs to the sync queues, sync FG BIOs maintains the pro102

cess PID (i.e., PID 10039). However, for async I/O, the PID of async FG
BIOs is recorded as 22171, which is kworker khtread’s PID. Therefore, the
I/O dispatcher is unable to find async FG BIOs with the PID of the foreground process. The I/O dispatcher receives the LBA number (52672) of
async FG BIOs from the Page allocator, and by utilizing the LBA, it is
able to find async FG BIOs in the async queue.
Finally, whenever a new BIO enters the sync/async queues, the I/O
dispatcher prevalidates whether it is FG BIO, then directly sends FG BIO
to the dispatch queue regardless of its priority in sync/async queues.

5.7

Device I/O Scheduler
The lowest layer in the I/O stack that must be enhanced for FastTrack

is the storage device. According to [85, 86, 87], modern flash storage maintains its own internal queue, but is unaware of the status of applications
issuing I/Os. To make a storage device FG I/O-aware oblivious, we modify
an SCSI command set so that it carries an additional flag in a reserved opcode [88] that specifies whether I/O requests are issued by FG apps or not.
This flag is used as a hint for a device-level I/O scheduler to decide the execution order of I/O requests staying in the internal I/O queue. In our current
design, we assign the highest priority to FG reads, followed by FG writes
and BG reads. BG writes are assigned to the lowest priority.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Evaluations

6.1

Experimental Setup
Usage Scenarios of Smartphones We collect I/O activities of six pop-

ular applications running on Nexus 6. Table 7 summarizes the usage scenarios of each application. Each scenario starts with launching an application
and runs specific tasks described in Table 7 for 10 minutes. The file system
utilization is about 83%.
In order to perform evaluations under realistic environments, we create
a six-month usage scenario of a smartphone. Based on a statistical study reporting that average daily time spent with a smartphone is 220 minutes [92],
we simulate a daily usage scenario of a smartphone by repeating the six
scenarios for 220 minutes. In a similar way, we finally create a six-month
usage scenario by repeating the daily usage scenario 180 times. The applications are updated every 10 days based on the analysis of the update cycle
of Android applications [89].
For our evaluations, we collected system call traces while running six
popular applications on Nexus 6 (Nexus 6) for one week. Before running
app The space utilization of the file system was about 80%. The values of
DoF L were measured one week after the file system defragmentation with
e4defrag. Table 7 shows a brief description of the benchmark applications.
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In order to evaluate janusd on simeMMC and simUFS under the same
workload characteristics, we developed the trace collector as shown in Figure 40 which collected all the system call events while running a launching
scenario. In order to replay the same I/O activities under the same file system setting for different evaluation environments, the trace collector saved
initial file system settings such as the detailed information of the extents
allocated.
As shown in Figure 40, before each app launching scenario is replayed
on simeMMC and simUFS, the file system reconstructor configures the file
system on simeMMC and simUFS to the same file system setting when
the system call trace was collected by restoring the file system snapshot
(which was saved by the trace collector). Since we didn’t save actual data
of each file, dummy data are generated for each file during the file system
reconstruction process. Once the file system is reconstructed, the collected
system call trace is replayed.
Since we reconstructed the file system on simeMMC and simUFS using file system snapshot, simeMMC and simUFS were not physically frag-

Table 7: A summary of benchmark scenarios.
Scenario

DoFL

Scenario Description

Chrome

1.34

Launching app → Viewing webpages

Messenger

1.99

Launching app → Viewing chat records

Gmail

2.18

Launching app → Viewing emails

Facebook

2.55

Launching app → Viewing online news

Twitter

2.75

Launching app → Viewing online news

Game

3.02

Launching Lineage 2 → Playing game
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mented. In order to evaluate janusdP on physically aged simeMMC and
simUFS, we aged simeMMC and simUFS by repeating application updates
after file system reconstruction using the update traces for each six applications because all of these applications are updated every 10 days according
to the analysis of application update cycle of Android applications [89].
For example, updating all six applications three times makes simeMMC and
simUFS physically aged 1 month older.
Setup for Emulator In order to objectively understand the performance implication of janusd, we implement a comprehensive evaluation
platform in the Linux operating system that supports three useful features,
including (1) file-system snapshot/replication, (2) trace collection/replay,
along with (3) mobile storage emulation. This evaluation platform makes
it possible for us to conduct a set of the evaluations in an easy and convenient manner without modifying various smartphone platforms.
Figure 40 illustrates our evaluation platform. The snapshot/replication
tool allows us to take a storage snapshot of a smartphone and to replicate the
same one in local flash storage for experiments. The trace collection/replay
tool helps us to collect system-call events (e.g., read() and write())
from various applications running on real-world smartphones, and it replays
them on the local storage. Those features enable us to repeat exactly the
same I/O workloads on the same storage setup while varying defragmentation policies.
It is impossible to modify mobile storage devices like eMMC and UFS.
Thus, we build two emulated mobile flash devices, called simeMMC and
simUFS, using a customizable SSD device based on Samsung’s 843T SSD [91].
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Figure 40: An overview of our evaluation platform.

843T SSD supports extended SATA interfaces that allow a host system to
directly control channels using NAND-specific I/O primitives (e.g., a page
read/write and block erasure). Based on those interfaces, we implement a
complete page-level FTL in a block layer of the Linux kernel (ver. 3.10).
eMMC and UFS have similar channel architectures as conventional SSDs,
except that they have smaller numbers of channels due to limited power
budgets. We emulate I/O throughputs of eMMC and UFS by limiting the
number of available channels of the 843T SSD to 4 and 8 for simeMMC
and simUFS, respectively. To simulate a smaller I/O queue depth of mobile
storage, we intentionally increase end-to-end I/O latencies between the host
and the device. Figure 41 shows that both simeMMC and simUFS accurately simulate I/O performance of eMMC and UFS devices over various
request sizes.
As mentioned in Section 4, we implement janusdL/P as a user-level
tool using e4defrag. The number of code lines newly added to e4defrag is
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Figure 41: Validations of simeMMC and simUFS.

about 400. janusdFTL is implemented as an extended module of the pagelevel FTL in the block layer. The custom interfaces between janusdL/janusdP
and janusdFTL listed in Table 6 are implemented using the ioctl facility of
the Linux.
Setup for FastTrack In order to quantitatively evaluate the effect of
FastT, we implemented the FastT modules in the Android 7.1.1 and the
Linux kernel 3.10.61. Four smartphones, N5 (Nexus 5), N6 (Nexus 6), S6
(Galaxy S6) and P1 (Pixel) were used for our evaluation. Nexus 5 and Nexus
6 use eMMC-based storage devices while Galaxy S6 and Pixel employ UFSbased storage devices. (Note that UFS supports 3 times higher throughput
over eMMC.) All the smartphones were connected to the Internet through a
5-GHz Wi-Fi.
We have chosen two background usage scenarios: Update for a writedominant workload and Backup for a read-dominant workload. The Update
scenario updated Hearthstone game [90] downloaded from Play Store,
whose size was about 1.5 GB. The Backup scenario uploaded 1 GB of
data files to cloud storage.
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While running BG apps, we executed three FG apps, Gallery (app
launch), Camera (app switch), and Game (app loading) discussed in Section 2.3. Gallery was a read-dominant workload, Camera was a writedominant workload, and Game was a mixed workload. In order to accurately
measure performance, all other apps were terminated before the experiment.

6.2

Experimental Results

6.2.1

Experimental Results for Decoupled Defragmenter

I/O Performance Analysis using Janusd While executing the sixmonth usage scenario, we compare the effect of six different defragmentation policies on performance: baseline, janusd, janusdL, e4defrag 1w,
e4defrag 2w and e4defrag 4w. (Note that e4defrag nw indicates when
we invoke e4defrag with every n weeks.) For a fair comparison, before the
execution of the scenario with a specific policy, the file system is initialized with the snapshot/replication tool mentioned in Section 5.1. Baseline
does not perform file defragmentation. For janusd and janusdL, we execute janusd and janusdL every week. In the case of e4defrag, we invoke
e4defrag with three different cycles, 1 week, 2 weeks and 4 weeks.
Figure 42 shows that janusd achieves a consistent I/O throughput similar to or slightly better than e4defrag 1w ((a) Chrome 58 MB/s and (b)
Game 66 MB/s). An interesting observation here is that the I/O throughput drops sharply even after one week without defragmentation. This indicates that frequent invocations of defragmentation are desirable to maintain high and consistent performance. In particular, janusd works better
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Figure 42: Changes of I/O throughput over 6 months.

than janusdL and e4defrag 1w, offering the performance very close to
the clean file system. Compared with janusdL and e4defrag 1w that perform only logical defragmentation, janusd conducts physical defragmentation that physically distributes fragmented pieces of files across different channels, improving I/O parallelism of file access. Figure 43 shows I/O
throughputs of the rest of the applications not shown in Figure 42. On average, janusd improves the I/O throughput by 57% and 76% over baseline
for simeMMC and simUFS, respectively. As expected, as the larger the values of DoF L , the higher the I/O throughputs improved by janusd.
The interesting thing is that if we do not defragment within a week,
the performance drops sharply by more than 20%, which means we have to
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Figure 43: The impact of janusd on the I/O throughput.

defragment smartphones frequently. Based on the experimental results for
Twitter and Game shown in Figure 42 and the results for the rest of the
applications shown in Figure 43, janusd improves the I/O throughput by
56% and 73%, on average, over baseline for simeMMC and simUFS, respectively. As the larger the values of DoF L , the higher the I/O throughputs
improved by janusd. Facebook and Gmail are representative ones. Comparing janusd and janusdL, the I/O throughputs of janusd are higher than
those of janusdL although the differences are not significant. As expected,
the physical defragmentation of janusd distributes fragmented pieces of
files across different channels physically, thereby improving the parallelism
of multiple channels.
In order to analyze the impact of janusd on the quality of user experiences, we measure app launching times of the usage scenarios. We replay
system call traces that are issued while an app is being launched, and then
measure the reductions of I/O elapsed times spent by flash storage. Figure 44
shows that janusd reduces the app launching times by up to 29% and 36%
for simeMMC and simUFS over baseline, respectively. Our results confirm that janusd is effective in improving the quality of user experiences in
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Table 8: Impact of janusd on the amount of data copies.
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smartphones.
Finally, Figures 43 and 44 show that the performance improvement
by janusd is more significant in a faster storage device like simUFS than a
slower one, simeMMC. As observed in Section 3.2, the heavy fragmentation
of files increases the number of small I/O requests to flash storage, which results in the increase of I/O stack overheads. SimUFS is more badly affected
by the increased software I/O overheads – because of a fast storage access
time, the handling of I/O requests at the software I/O stack level accounts
for a larger proportion of the total I/O elapsed time. Janusd translates a
large number of small I/Os to a fewer large ones, alleviating a performance
penalty caused by I/O stack overheads. As a result, simUFS gets more benefits over simeMMC from the reduction of I/O stack overheads.
Lifetime Analysis JanusdP has to physically move data. By performing physical defragmentation only on files that are physically fragmented
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and heavily read, janusdP minimizes its negative effect on flash lifetime.
Table 8 shows that physical defragmentation by janusdP involves only a
small amount of data copies, 364 MB, which is negligible compared to
e4defrag 4w that copies data of 217 GB. Even though a smaller number of
files are defragmented, its impact on performance is more significant than
e4defrag as illustrated in Figure 43. This is because janusdP optimally relocates files in multiple channels by taking into account the physical layout
of flash storage.
Finally, we measure the amount of extra data movements needed for
the maintenance of a defrag log in NAND flash. As mentioned in Section
4.2, we limit the size of a defrag log to 10 MB, and if its size exceeds the
limit, janusd triggers compaction to reduce the log size. Since janusdL
does not make data copies, the amount of data copies of janusdL in Table
4 indicates the amount data coped during the defrag log compaction. 219MB data copies by janusdL is negligible over e4defrag 1w that involves
156-GB data copies for defragmentation.
We evaluate how well janusd manages a defrag log. We set the maximum size of a defrag log to 10 MB. Once the log size exceeds 10 MB,
the FTL forcibly moves remapped pages to other free pages with up-to-date
LBAs to reflect the latest L2P mapping on OOB areas. This movement reduces the log size, but incurs extra I/Os. Without the defrag log management
technique mentioned in Chapter 4, extra I/Os for updating P2L mapping are
observed in some scenarios, except for Game, Messenger, Gmail and
Google Earth where a defrag log is smaller than 10 MB all the time.
In this experiment, after running each scenario, we measured the total
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amount of extra data moves for keeping the size of the defrag log below 10
MB while repeating 20 times each scenario followed by a janusd execution.
With the defrag log management, such extra I/Os for updating L2P mapping
are not necessary except for Chrome and Facebook. Even in the case of
Chrome and Facebook, the number of extra I/Os becomes much smaller.
As expected, this is due to the fact that janusd shrinks the defrag log size
by updating L2P mapping in OOBs to up-to-date LBAs whenever remapped
pages are moved to new places by a garbage collector, a wear-leveler, or
overwrite requests.
File System Consistency Validation To verify the correctness of our
power failure recovery solution, we intentionally cause sudden power failures while running defragmentation. Then, we check whether or not the file
system is successfully recovered by the modified fsck. We repeatedly perform a set of power failure tests in the following three conditions: (1) before
flushing the buffered defrag log to flash from DRAM, (2) after flushing the
buffered defrag log to flash from DRAM, and (3) after committing all the
file system’s metadata but before appending a commit completion flag. For
all the cases, fsck recovers the file system to a consistent state, and the
consistency between L2P and P2L mapping is maintained. Even though it
is different depending on the number of uncommitted defrag log entries, the
elapsed time taken for the recovery is less than 1 second, which is short
enough.
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6.2.2

Experimental Results for Foreground App-Aware
I/O Management

Performance Analysis on Smartphones As the response time lower
limit of an FG app, we first measured user-perceived response time of the FG
app when only the FG app ran without any BG apps. To understand the impact of a BG app on performance, we also measured performance when both
FG and BG apps ran simultaneously on the unmodified kernel. The above
two cases are denoted by FG-only and FG+BG, respectively. We compared
the performances of FG-only and FG+BG with four different versions of
FastT: PA, PR, ID and FastT− . PA, PR, ID represents FastT with a single main component only, that is, the page allocator, the page reclaimer,
and the I/O dispatcher only, respectively. FastT− employs all of the main
components but it uses the existing storage device I/O scheduler1 . In all the
FastT versions we tested, the app status detector was enabled by default.
Fig. 45 shows that, for six different combinations of FG and BG apps,
FastT− reduced the user-perceived response times by 74% over FG+BG,
on average. PA exhibited significant performance improvements when BG
apps were write-dominant (i.e., Update). Update required a copy of data
from the user space to the kernel, which involved the allocation of free pages
in the page cache. PA not only made this acquisition process preemptible,
but also gave a higher priority to an FG app so that it got free pages prior to
BG apps. By doing this, PA was able to prevent FG I/Os from being blocked
by BG writes. Unlike PA, PR mostly contributed to reducing user-perceived
1

Unfortunately, we cannot access the firmware inside the storage device. For a complete
FastT implementation, we use an emulated storage as discussed in Section 5.2.
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Figure 45: Response time analysis on smartphones.

response time when the read-dominant BG app (i.e., Backup) ran. In our
observation, Backup required many free pages to load files from the storage before sending them to cloud storage. To create free pages, it often selected clean pages belonging to FG apps as victims, which resulted in the
eviction of hot data from the page cache. PR prevented those clean pages
from being evicted from the page cache, thereby reducing the number of
reads from the storage which were not necessary when only FG apps ran.
ID improved the response times by 11% on average, but its impact on performance was negligible compared with PA and PR. This result confirmed
our hypothesis that rescheduling I/O requests at the scheduler level was less
efficient than doing it at a higher level – a page cache. As expected, by integrating the three techniques, FastT− exhibited the best performance among
all the versions evaluated.
Fig. 45 also shows that FastT− works more efficiently atop a faster
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Figure 46: Storage-level snapshot of FG I/Os and BG I/Os.

storage device like UFS (used in Galaxy S6 and Pixel) than a slower one
like eMMC (used in Nexus 5 and Nexus 6). In our observation, the absolute
numbers of I/O latencies reduced by FastT− are almost the same, regardless
of the type of underlying storage devices (i.e., UFS or eMMC). Therefore,
the overall improvement ratio by FastT− becomes more significant for the
fast storage, where FG apps generally exhibit shorter response times. This
means that as the storage devices evolve in its speed, the effect of FastT
becomes more substantial.
Even though FastT− gave FG I/Os the highest priority combined with
a fast I/O path, we still observed that FastT− showed longer response times
than FG-Only in all the scenarios. When we compare Figure 46(a) and
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Figure 34(a), the throughput of FG I/Os was not improved as much as
FG-Only. This is because FastT− cannot resolve the I/O-priority inversion problem inside the storage device. Because of a priority-unaware I/O
scheduler, for example, FG writes are always delayed by BG reads.
Performance Analysis on Emulator Although the evaluation results
in Section 5.1 showed that FastT− is quite effective on real smartphones,
FastT− didn’t reveal the full potential of our proposed FastT because it
cannot fully control the storage device-internal I/O scheduler. In order to
better understand the real effect of FastT on user experience, it is important
to implement the proposed I/O device scheduler (in Section 4.5) with a complete support for the fast I/O path from the Android platform to the storage
device. Since storage vendors do not allow to modify their firmware inside
their storage devices, we performed evaluations using an emulated storage
device with I/O traces collected from real smartphone apps.
We have implemented an emulation layer on top of an off-the-shelf
SSD to emulate I/O latency and throughput of eMMC and UFS devices. This
work is done by using a storage emulator developed for our prior studies [5].
Then, we collected the app status information, along with I/O traces, while
executing scenarios described in the previous section on the smartphone.
The collected I/O traces were replayed on the emulated storage. Finally,
we implemented the device I/O scheduler on the emulated storage which
processed FG I/Os with a higher priority.
We compared the performance of three policies: FG-only, FastT− ,
and FastT, where FastT is FastT− with the device I/O scheduler. Figure 47 shows that FastT greatly improved the performance of Camera un118
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Figure 47: Response time analysis on emulator.

der both Update and Backup. In the case of Camera under Update
on Nexus 6, FastT− achieved the response time of 2.53 seconds, whereas
FastT achieved the response time of 0.75 seconds, which is quite close to
0.6 seconds of FG-Only. For Camera under Backup, similarly, FastT
achieved an equivalent response time to FG-Only. Compared with Figure
46(a), in Figure 46(b), we observe that FG I/Os were processed at a much
higher throughput with negligible delays at the storage device level. This
result shows that higher performance can be achieved if the storage device
is able to handle I/O requests with the app-level priority information.
Finally, Figure 48 shows how FastT scales when the number of BG
apps increases from two to six. In addition to Update and Backup, we
used four more I/O-intensive BG apps for this experiment. As shown in
Figure 48, the normalized app switch time increases from 1.1 to 1.27 only
as the number of BG apps increases from 2 to 6. These results indicate
that FastT can provide the equivalent level of responsiveness to an FG app
regardless of the number of BG apps running with the FG app. Figure 48
also shows that FastT is effective in improving the app switch time over the
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existing Android implementation (indicated by FG+BG), reducing the app
switch time by 94% when 6 BG apps run.
Effectiveness comparison between sub-techniques We conducted the
following experiments to evaluate the effect of proposed techniques like, PA,
PR, ID and DS. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of each techniques in
smartphones, we selected PA, PR and ID because disk I/O scheduler can
not be implemented in smartphones. Since the evaluation of each effect of
the techniques has already been completed in Figure 43, we evaluated the
performance of the two techniques in combination.
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Figure 49(a) shows the execution time taken to change the application
after performing a burst shot from the smartphone pixel to the camera application. We selected update scenarios with many write scenarios as background scenarios. The experiments were conducted by combining FG only,
FG + BG, PA + PR, PA + ID and PR + ID. Since PA was the most effective technique and PR was the second effective technique in Figure 45, PA
+ PR was expected to be the most effective, but the results were different.
From the experimental results, it is confirmed that the combination of PA +
ID most effectively reduces FG-BG interference. This is a little surprising
because the effect of ID in Figure 43 is the least effective in comparison
to the rest of the techniques. However, considering that PR is effective for
read dominant scenarios, it can be analyzed that PA + ID is most effective
in write dominant scenarios.
To verify that PR is effective in read dominant scenarios, we performed
an update scenario in the background while performing a Game loading
scenario. Figure 49(b) shows the loading time from the smartphone Pixel
to the Game application. The experiments were conducted by combining
FG only, FG + BG, PA + PR, PA + ID and PR + ID. In contrast to Figure
49(a), the combination of PA + PR is most effective in reducing FG-BG
interference because it is more effective than ID in read dominant workload.

6.2.3

Experimental Results with Combined Factors

In Chapter 2, we found that smartphone storage performance drops
dramatically under certain conditions. And in Chapter 3, IOPro was implemented to find out that storage storage performance degradation is due to
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high storage utilization and background I/O and file fragmentation and FGBG interference, respectively. In chapter 4, we propose a decoupled defragmenter technique for file fragmentation. In chapter 5, we proposed a foreground app-aware I/O management scheme to solve FG-BG interference. In
the previous section, experiments were conducted to verify the effectiveness
of each technique. In this section, we will examine the effects of techniques
in an environment where both file fragmentation and FG-BG interference
occur.
Performance Analysis in Smartphones We first prepare the Nexus
6 and Pixel with low storage utilization, file fragmentaion-free status. We
measured the execution times of 2 different application usage scenarios,
Camera and Game, which were described at Chapter 2. In Figure 51(a),
we have labeled this measurement as FG Only.
We then performed the update scenario described in Chapter 2 to create
an environment with a lot of background I/Os. We measured the execution
times of Camera and Game scenarios with background I/Os. In Figure 51(a),
we have labeled this measurement as FG + BG.
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After the evaluation of FG + BG, we increased the storage utilization
of Nexus 6 and Pixel, and then repeated creation and deletion of a large
number of small files in order to create high degree of file fragmentation.
And we measured Camera and Game scenario execution time in order to
check how much the FG performance is degraded with only file fragmentation. In Figure 51(a), we show the results of this measurement as FG + FF
(File Fragmentation).
Comparing the adverse effects of file fragmentation and FG-BG interference on I/O performance, FG-BG interference has a greater impact on
I/O performance degradation than file fragmentation. As shown in Figure
51(a), the execution time of Game scenario increases from 3 to 5.2 due to
FF. However, in the case of FG-BG interference, the execution time of Game
scenario increases from 3 to 7.8 and it is larger than the increase due to FF.
We finally measured the execution time of the Camera and Game scenarios with heavily fragmented file system and a lot of background I/Os.
In Figure 51(a), we labeled this measurement result as FG + FF + BG. We
found that the performance difference between FG + BG and FG + FF +
BG was significant. As shown in Figure 51(a), in the case of FG + BG, the
execution time of Game scenario increased by 2.4 while the execution time
increases by 3.6 more in the case of FG + FF + BG. This results mean that,
performance degradation due to FG-BG interference is greater than the file
fragmentation.
We have also implemented FastTrack, a technique applicable to real
smartphones, in order to verify the effectiveness of this technique on the actual smartphone. FastTrack− (with FF+BG) was implemented in page cache
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and block I/O layer with three techniques, page allocation, page reclamation
and I/O dispatcher. Figure 51(a) shows that the FastTrack− can significantly
reduce the Camera and Game scenario execution time compared to the FG +
FF + BG. In the case of FastTrack− (with BG), it is confirmed that the execution time of Camera and Game scenario can be greatly reduced. Compared
with FG, FastTrack− (with BG) can achieved a slightly increased scenario
execution time because Disk I/O scheduler technique was excluded which
is an storage device internal optimization technique.
Experimental Setup for Emulator In order to implement Jansud and
FastTrack’s disk I/O scheduler, it is impossible to implement it on a real
smartphone because the firmware of the NAND flash-based storage device
needs to be modified. Therefore, we conducted the evaluation of the technique using an emulator, which was used in Section 2 to elaborate the actual
smartphone storage device.
In order to perform the same scenarios we executed on the smartphone
in the emulator, we used the trace collect/replay tool which we used in section 6.1. First, the system call trace was collected while performing Camera
and Game scenarios on the smartphone, and then the experiments for the
emulator were executed by replaying the collected system call traces.
Also, in order to simulate a lot of file fragmentation, we used the file
system snapshot used in section 6.1 to copy the file system snapshot from
the highly fragmented smartphones to the emulator’s file system. When we
measured the degrees of fragmentation of both smartphones and the emulator with file system snapshot , we can confirm that the degrees of fragmentation are completely the same.
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Figure 51: Emulator accuracy verification.

Emulator Accuracy Verification We verified the accuracy of the emulator by comparing the Camera and Game scenario execution times measured by the emulator and the same scenario execution times measured by
the actual smartphone. Figure 51 shows the result of comparing the scenario
execution time measured by the emulator and the scenario execution time
measured by the actual smartphone. Camera and Game scenario execution
time on FG Only, FG + BG, FG + FF, FG + FF + BG were measured. For
the accuracy of the experiment, we plotted the average value after 5 runs. As
shown in Figure 51, the FG scenario execution time measured by the emulator and the FG scenario execution time measured by the actual smartphone
are very similar.
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As we proceed through the experiment, we can verify that it is necessary to fine-tune the trace replay so that the scenario execution time of the
emulator is similar to the actual scenario execution time of the actual smartphone. Because there is a big difference between performing an application
as it is and performing a trace replay, we have made adjustments to the idle
time between I/Os when replaying system call trace. In order to adjust the
idle time between I/Os, we first analyzed the system call trace collected in
the FG only and analyzed the traces collected in the FG + BG and FG + FF.
As a result of comparing these three traces, we can confirm that there are
intervals where the idle time between system calls is changed while there is
an unchanged idle time while executing the scenarios.
Suppose that Camera scenario reads file A for 1 second for 1 second,
writes file B for 1 second for 3 seconds, and file C for 6 seconds for 6
seconds in FG Only. In the case of Camera scenario in the FG only, the idle
time between the system calls for the three files is 1 second and 2 seconds,
respectively. However, when we analyze same system call trace in FG + FF,
file A is read for 2 seconds in 1 second, file B is written in 2 seconds in
4 seconds, and file C is written in 6 seconds in 2 seconds. In the case of
file B, after the system call of file A was completed, it was observed that
file B was written after 1 second in both scenarios. However, in the case
of file C, it was observed that a system call using file C was observed in 6
seconds regardless of when the system call of file B ended. We analyzed the
effect of I/O performance on the idle time between system calls by dividing
into two cases when generating a system call in absolute time and a system
call in relative time. Based on the analyzed results, it is confirmed that the
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execution time of the scenario measured by the actual smartphone and the
one measured by the emulator are approximate as a result of adjusting the
idle time between system calls when replaying the trace.
Performance Analysis in Emulator We evaluated the effectiveness of
the techniques, Janusd and FastTrack, in the emulator. Figure 52 shows the
scenario execution time change using Janusd and FastTrack techniques. In
this experiment, Janusd, FastTrack, and Janusd + FastTrack are both scenario execution times measured in the case of file fragmentation and background I / O. For the accuracy of the experiment, we performed the experiment 5 times and the average value is shown in Figure 52.
In Figure 52, I/O performance improves close to FG only when both
Janusd and FastTrack are used. Considering that execution time is 10%
longer than FG only, but FG + FF + BG increases the execution time by up
to 20 times, we can confirmed that Janusd and FastTrack can improve I/O
performance. By comparing the performance of Janusd and FastTrack separately, the performance improvement of FastTrack is higher than Janusd.
This is because performance degradation due to FG-BG interference has a
worse performance impact than file fragmentation.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1

Summary and Conclusions
We have presented two different smartphone I/O performance opti-

mization techniques for improving performance of NAND flash-based storage devices, decoupled defragmenter (janusd) and foreground app-aware
I/O management (FastTrack) to decrease the response time of the foreground applications.
For janusd, we showed that 1) file fragmentation is a recurring problem
with a short recurrence interval and 2) the impact of file defragmentation
on I/O performance is significant. By exploiting the decoupled fragmentation characteristics of flash storage, we proposed a novel flash-aware decoupled defragger, janusd, with two separate defraggers, janusdL and janusdP.
JanusdL supports logical defragmentation without data copies by remapping
the LBAs of the logically fragmented files with the FTL’s mapping table. By
saving a complete history of remapped LBA pairs in the defrag log, janusdL
can safely recover from sudden power failures. On the other hand, janusdP,
which is rarely invoked, improves the degree of the I/O parallelism of files
which are severely limited in their available I/O parallelism. Our evaluation
results showed that janusd can improve the I/O throughput by 57% and 76%
on average in the Ext4 file systems on simeMMC and simUFS, respectively.
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For FastTrack, we have presented a foreground app-aware I/O management scheme which significantly improves the quality of user experience on
smartphones by avoiding I/O-priority inversions between a foreground app
and background apps on Android smartphones. Unlike the existing techniques, FastTrack employs a preemption-based approach for fast responsiveness of a foreground app. In order to support I/O-priority-based preemption in a holistic fashion, FastTrack re-implemented the page cache in
Linux and the storage-internal I/O scheduler which previously operated in
a foreground app-oblivious fashion. From a systematic analysis study, these
two modules were identified as the root causes of most I/O-priority inversions. Our experimental results on real smartphones show that FastTrack is
effective in improving the quality of user experience on smartphones. For
example, FastTrack achieved the equivalent quality of user experience of a
foreground app regardless of the number of concurrent background apps.

7.2

Future Work
The proposed techniques in this dissertation can be extended in vari-

ous angles. When we analyzed the I/O stack, we found some optimizable
points that could further improve the performance of the storage using the
information in the I/O stack. The following sections introduce optimization
techniques to furter improve I/O performance by exploiting the behavior and
information of the Linux kernel I/O stack and Android platform.
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7.2.1

Integrated Hot-Cold Separation Technique Between Page Cache and Storage Device Memory

Unlike the server/desktop computing system equipped with a large
amount of main memory, the available page cache of smartphone is very
small due to the small capacity of main memory. Thus, evein in a normal
workload, both reclaiming clean page and flushing dirty page occur frequently in the smartphone page cache. However, since most I/O requests
are hit in the page cache, hot-cold separation within the NAND flash-based
storage device may be reflected differently from actual data locality.
Although the hot-cold separation within the NAND flash-based storage
device is different from the actual data locality, if the page cache continues
to be large in size, it does not adversely affect the performance or lifetime of
the storage device. However, when smartphone users execute several application concurrently, the page cache size is getting smaller, eventually losing
its role as a first-stage cache for NAND flash-based storage devices. In this
case, the accuracy of hot-cold separation in the NAND flash-based storage
device is lowered, and the lifetime and performance of the storage device
may deteriorate rapidly.
In order to solve this problem, unlike the current hot-cold separation
of the page cache and the internal memory of the storage device, this dissertation proposes an integrated hot-cold separation of the page cache and
the internal memory of the storage device. This technique first analyzes the
pattern in which the application uses main memory, and predicts the size
change of the page cache. Based on the predicted size change of the page
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cache, read/write hot data information to be flushed out of the page cache is
transferred to the NAND flash-based storage device. By using keeping the
read/write hot data in the internal memory of the storage device from the
page cache, the increase of the response time of the I/O request due to the
change of the page cache size can be reduced. Also, even when performing
garbage collection in a NAND flash-based storage device, the lifetime of
the storage device can be improved by selecting a victim block considering
read/write hot data.

7.2.2

Just-in-Time Storage Management Technique by
Observing Application Behavior

Unlike old smartphones use low-power processors, users who use recent smartphones with high-performance processors often execute larger,
more complex applications. For example, old smartphone users only use
sqlite, a lightweight DB engine, whereas PostgreSQL which is more powerful DB engine have started to support Android application development
of recent Android smartphones since 2017. In addition, Android application
developers have started to applying mechine learning in Android applications.
Because these large, complex applications have large units of operation, observing the application’s behavior can predict when and what I/O
requests will occur and when the storage device will be idle. For example,
a graph processing application generates I/O requests to read data from a
NAND flash based storage device before performing an graph process oper-
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ation. The graph processing application reads the data and performs a graph
operation for a while, at which time the storage device becomes idle. In order to perform the next step of the graph processing, the necessary data is
read from the storage device. Since the application manages the data in a
specific group unit, it can analyze which data can be predicted by the application.
Based on the analysis of the operation of these applications, we can
implement synchronous storage management technique to perform the operations required for NAND flash-based storage management in advance
when the storage device is idle. For example, a NAND flash-based storage
device requires various internal operations such as garbage collection, read
reclaim, and wear leveling. These operations can delay the response time of
host I/O requests if they overlap with host I/O requests. Therefore, when the
storage device is in the idle state, which is determined through analysis of
the operation of the application, it is possible to improve the performance
of host I/O requests to be granted in the future by performing internal operations necessary for management of the NAND flash based storage device
in advance. In addition, if the application is known in advance which data
to read, it can prefetch the data into NAND Flash-based storage internals in
advance to provide a shorter response time for host I/O requests.
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7.2.3

I/O Priority Differentiation Among Multiple Foreground Applications

Unlike old smartphones which only support 1 foreground application
or 2 foreground applications with split-screen feature, recent smartphones
have started to support more than 3 foreground applications with PIP (picturein-picture) feature. In PIP mode, multiple foreground applications run in a
overlapped status simultaneously.
In the Linux kernel, since the operating system can not determine which
of the multiple foreground applications is the most important, it will give
equal priority to all foreground applications. However, when multiple application windows are floating on the screen, the priority of the foreground
applications can be distinguished as follows. First, the active window application that the user is currently using can be regarded as the highest priority.
Second, it can be considered that the application of the window which covers the most screen among the applications other than the active window is
the second highest priority. Similar to selecting the second priority, if we
distribute the priorities based on the weight of the screen covering, we can
improve the response speed of the applications that the user is mainly viewing.
Using the active window information and the weight of the screen covering, we can extend FastTrack technique to improve the performance of
foreground applications by differentiating I/O request priority among applications when multiple foreground applications are running simultaneously.
Our extended technique gives the first priority to the foreground application
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of active window. Then, it distribute the priorities based on the weight of
the screen covering, we can improve the response speed of the foreground
applications that the user is mainly viewing. Since Android platform provides where the windows of foreground application locate in the smartphone screen, out extended technique can use this information to calculate
the weight of the screen covering before distribute the priorities. Therefore,
the proposed technique can improve the I/O performance so that the user can
effectively experience the improvement of the smartphone performance.
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